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1. Executive Summary
The Study of Greenhouse Gas Savings Associated with Congestion Reduction
Using Multi-Modal Optimization of Timber Shipments in the North Central United States
researched five components regarding log transportation in the study region of northern
Michigan, Wisconsin, and Minnesota. The study was made possible by the support of
Congressman David Obey 7th District of Wisconsin, the U.S. Department of Transportation,
University of Wisconsin-Superior, Michigan Technological University, Michigan Forest
Products Council, the Lake States Shippers Association, and private industry. The welcome
interaction and open access provided by the timber industry, log truck operators, along with
CN, and the Escanaba and Lake Superior Railroad, was critical to completing the study. The
Wisconsin, Michigan, and Minnesota state departments of transportation provided vital
information regarding log truck regulations, road restrictions, and regional transportation
information. The Center for Freight Research and Education (CFIRE) provided support to
student research presentations. The project started in October of 2008 and was completed in
April 2010.
1.1 Research Process
The research process involved five tasks that, while investigated independently, were
interrelated. Cooperation with government agencies and private industry was essential to the
study. A summary of the five research components follows:
The first research task, covered in Chapter 3, assesses the current supply chain of the
logging industry in the study region including an overview of log trucks in current use. The
research team found and mapped a complex logging supply chain including logging sites,
loggers, truckers, railroads, and mills; the study region encompasses an area of thousands of
square kilometers with log transportation crossing the borders of three states. The players in
the logging supply chain are large in number and range from multinational corporations to
single truck owner-operators. The review of other logging supply chains found similarities
but no identical operations. For instance, the Southern region of the U.S. does not have the
truck weight limits imposed by the freeze and thaw cycles caused by the intense cold in the
study region. As well, the significant variance in state and county truck weight limits was
not found in studies of foreign countries logging supply chains. The historical rail service in
the region provides an option for many of the mills to be both truck and rail served. The
research team visited an example of every node of the logging supply chain in order to map
operations.
The rationale for the supply chain analysis was to determine factors that would
impact log truck optimization. Some of the factors researched included:
1. Location, identification, and mapping of timber harvesting sites
2. Road access to private logging sites
3. Forester – Trucker relationship
4. Weight limits on county roads and bridges
5. Truck size and weight regulation variances between states
6. Seasonal truck weight limit variations
7. State operations permits
8. Quarantine regulations for infestation
1

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Scale house hours of operation and standardized documentation
Scale house mill protocols for inbound shipments
Unloading practices at the mill
Truck driver “Hours of Service Regulations”
Rail transportation protocols for car ordering and service
Market forces
Sales and order cycles

Logging trucks are critical to the logging supply chain. Equipment variations were
examined in depth and this examination provided data that was used to model the emissions.
The second research task, covered in Chapter 4, was the research team’s participation
in the development of a virtual optimization of log trucking using multiple lanes and
companies. The research team was not tasked with the daily optimization of log truck
movements, but was active in supporting the process concept. A successful virtual
optimization was planned to be followed by an industry funded real-time pilot using a
minimum of twelve trucks and multiple industry logging sites. This pilot study would
provide the data for the emission modeling component of the research project.
In 2007 the Transportation committee of Michigan Forest Products Council (MFPC)
began the investigation of a pooled freight concept. This group joined with Lake States
Shippers Association, a freight transportation cooperative, to explore the benefits of pooling
all inbound log truck movements which support the log milling operations in the study area.
The Lake States Shippers Association (LSSA) provided the group with a safe harbor to
collect data from the members and to examine truck optimization without being in violation
of anti-trust regulations. LSSA’s agreement in allowing the research team access to data was
vital. MFPC undertook a competitive selection process to review logistics and Third Party
Logistics (3PL) services and selected GENCO, 3PL provider, to lead the log truck
optimization project. GENCO has a long history of successfully optimizing truck operations
over a wide geographical region. LSSA companies provided data for the virtual optimization.
Chapter 4 discusses the variables that impacted optimization and how they were processed.
A virtual optimization was completed using four weeks of data as a proof of concept. The
virtual optimization proved that a significant increase in loaded miles could be achieved in
the virtual environment. LSSA intended to proceed with the pilot project in the fall of 2009.
However, the 2008-2009 economic recession had a significant impact on the forest products
industry and compromised the funding of the live pilot study delaying the physical
demonstration until the late spring of 2010. The LSSA proposed date for the pilot study will
begin after this research project is completed. The research process originally planned to use
data from the physical pilot operation; however, the delay required the study team to use the
virtual truck optimization data for quality and emission modeling purposes.
Chapter 5, the third task, summarizes the research conducted to evaluate the modal
choices between truck and rail transportation and to perform fuel sensitivity analysis between
the two modes. The objective was to provide an analytical approach to identify opportunities
for a more efficient transportation system that would provide price-optimized mode choice
between truck and rail transportation for each shipment of logs. As part of the research, an
accurate representation of the rail network in the study area, including rail siding locations,
had to be developed and imported into a Geographical Information System (GIS) based map.
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A model was developed to analytically select the optimal route, including mode
choice, based on actual rates for truck and rail transportation. Using the origins and
destinations of 100,000 actual log truck trips, each optimal route and mode choice was
determined to provide a theoretical best case mode choice for each trip based on current
transportation rates. Comparing the actual data against the theoretical best case provided a
benchmark of how close to optimal the transportation system operated, on a purely rate basis.
Using the same theoretical calculations fuel price was also varied for the modes yielding
trends in modal choice with changing fuel price.
The results from the optimization model suggested that 22% of the total ton-miles
should have traveled by rail; if the only criterion for mode choice were transportation rates
and actual fuel prices from the time of trip occurrence were used. As expected, the share of
the rail ton-miles was mostly from the longer distance trips with an average distance of over
155 miles while the average truck trip length averaged 70 miles after optimization. From rate
perspective, using the optimal split would have saved 3.75% in transportation costs.
To understand the relationship of fuel price and optimal modal split, the model was
used for sensitivity analysis by varying the diesel fuel price and by comparing the outcomes
of the optimization runs. At higher fuel prices, rail had an advantage over trucking because of
its lower fuel surcharge. With increasing fuel prices the optimization model predicted a
sizable shift to rail from truck that followed a nearly linear relationship. Based on the model,
for every dollar increase in fuel price, 7% of the ton-miles should have shifted from truck to
rail to minimize the transportation costs.
Chapter 6 covers the fourth task that loaded data from the virtual pilot log truck
optimization into an emission model to determine the impact of the log optimization on log
truck emissions. The research team evaluated several emission models and selected two used
by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Information concerning truck operations
from the logging supply chain task provided factors for the emission models. Truck
operators and truck manufactures were interviewed to provide information about truck
engines and truck configurations for inputs into the model. The delay in the physical truck
optimization required the team to use typical truck configurations for the emission model
since the actual data was not available.
Chapter 7 discusses the final task of the study. In this task the research team provided
support to Rusk County, Wisconsin’s initiative to create a multi-modal log superyard to serve
the region’s logging industry. The research team reviewed relevant literature, engaged log
yard subject matter experts, participated in public meetings and assisted the county in
studying potential markets. The research team’s review of potential users of the multi-modal
site is found in Appendix C. The research team also reviewed the proposed rail siding
planned for the multi-modal terminal and provided cost estimates.
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2. Research Project Overview
2.1 Overview
The University of Wisconsin-Superior Transportation and Logistics Research
Center, Michigan Technological University, and Prime Focus, LLC conducted a study of
industry-led models for the optimization of timber shipments in the North Central United
States (northern third of Wisconsin, Minnesota, and the Upper Peninsula of Michigan).
The research team analyzed optimization models which focused on the delivery of
logs to the wood products industry in the region. The research team investigated a multimodal (rail/truck), surface transportation solution set and performed a sensitivity analysis
based on variable fuel costs. The team also evaluated the potential effects on air emissions
before and after the virtual routing optimization and explored options for establishing a rail
served super yard in the region to consolidate logs with the objective of reducing empty
truck miles and increasing rail ton-miles.
2.2 Scope of Work
1. Assess the current logging truck operations and intermodal connectivity to rail in
Northern Wisconsin, Minnesota, and the Upper Peninsula of Michigan.
a. Assessment of existing assets was based on prior research along with input
from the forest products industry, carriers, and government agencies. The
research team conducted field research at harvest sites, rail yards, mills, and
mapped transportation routes which support a log transportation supply chain
for the region. Transportation productivity options were explored.
Opportunities to optimize movements of logs across state lines and strategies
to minimize adverse environmental and economic impacts were also explored.
b. The team evaluated the truck size and weight policy issues and options
associated with using B Train “Double Trucks or truck trains” to increase
productivity. Team members participated on the Wisconsin DOT Wisconsin
Truck Size and Weight study and the Minnesota DOT Northern Minnesota
Northwest Wisconsin Freight Study.
2. The original concept had been to use industry provided data from ten land owners.
To provide proof of concept, four LSSA members provided log movement records for
calendar year 2007. This data was aggregated into a single data set by GENCO, a
Third Party Logistics (3PL) provider. While initial results were promising, concern
about the timing of critical scheduling information lead to a 2009 virtual optimization
to demonstrate the concept, based on four weeks actual data. Each week was
optimized to illustrate the daily and weekly variability for the truck drivers. Finally a
live, physical optimization, using actual field pick-ups and deliveries is planned for
spring of 2010. Due to the delay of the physical field test a modified approach to the
emission modeling was proposed to finish this study.
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a. GENCO created a simulated optimization using historical log transportation
data provided by users and producers of logs. The research team
participated in the optimization process from the initial establishment of the
Lake States Shippers Association (LSSA) to the analysis of the optimization
including interviewing truckers, loggers, rail carriers, and mill operators
about issues in optimization.
b. A Geographic Information System (GIS) model was developed by the
research team that incorporated active rail log sidings in the service region.
The model was merged with log delivery sites and truck routes to create an
interactive system that indicates the impact of changes in fuel prices for
each mode.
c. The potential impact on modal selection was evaluated, based on model
results for changing energy costs.
3. Data from the virtual optimization by GENCO was used to evaluate the net benefit in
the reduction of greenhouse gases using air emission modal models from optimization
of log movements.
a. The greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions models used by transportation agencies
and industry leaders were reviewed.
b. EPA’s newly released MOVES2010 was selected and utilized in calculating
the GHG emissions from log movements on two routes in Wisconsin before
and after the simulated optimization.
c. The net benefit in the reduction of GHG from the optimization of log
movements was evaluated.
4. Explore log consolidation alternatives using two concepts.
a. In order to improve productivity and reduce the total empty miles in the
network, the concepts of an “intermodal log supermarket” served by rail
and truck was explored in cooperation with Rusk County Wisconsin
Economic Development Agency. This facility was considered as either
solely a log, or multi use collection and storage point.
2.3 Background
Logs are one of the principal products shipped in this study region; this heavy dense
commodity is well suited to move in large bulk shipments. Transportation plays an
important part in the overall cost structure of forest industries. Depending on size, typical
large mills require between 140,000 and 830,000 (cords) of logs annually, with
transportation budgets ranging from U.S. $5 to $20 million. Current estimates suggest that
log truck networks in the study region may be operating at less than 50% loaded capacity.
The “empty miles” impact truck rates and also contribute to congestion and needless
production of greenhouse gases and carbon emissions. Rising fuel costs are expected to
5

increase truck rates by 10 to 50 percent over the next decade and the optimization of truck,
rail, and marine modes with an efficient intermodal linkage could result in the reduction of
transportation costs, congestion, pavement and roadway degradation, and harmful
greenhouse gas emissions.
These transportation factors, if allowed to continue, could contribute to a loss of
regional competitiveness of the forest products industry and may have adverse/indirect
impact for the entire regional economy. The 2009 Wisconsin Truck Size and Weight study
cited that if the forest products mill in Ashland, Wisconsin, was closed the regional
economic impact from that mill alone could be more than $20 million (Cambridge, 2009).
A logistically well-connected business climate for the region’s wood products industry will
help create improved regional economic benefits and potential growth.
In the fall of 2007, the Michigan Forest Products Council’s transportation
committee gathered to discuss concern over the aging truck fleet and the high cost of fuel.
One of the transportation sub-committee leaders had recently completed a log truck
optimization analysis in the Southeastern United States. In this southern states pilot project,
the logs were harvested from one company’s land holdings, the geography was relatively
confined, and communications infrastructure was more developed. In the short-term pilot
project findings indicated that there were substantial savings available, if the dispatcher had
a first hand, real-time understanding of the location of drivers and if they were available to
be dispatched to the next closest load of wood. Results of the test identified where drivers
were delayed, the actual time between loads and any queuing issues at the mill gates. The
success of the pilot study led to the proposal for a 3PL to conduct transportation
optimization project in this study region. Early in the process the University study team
identified grant funding to examine factors which provided support for secondary issues
outside of the scope of the core 3PL optimization task. The University team examined the
concept of rail super yards, access to the rail network and green house gas emissions.
The transportation committee of the Michigan Forest Products Council established the
LSSA to benefit from the features of a freight cooperative business model which provides a
legal forum for members to meet and to discuss transportation issues related to the
optimizing log shipments. The LSSA adhered to anti-trust guidelines so members could
share their information and resources and purchase services from a 3PL to recreate a pilot
similar to the one completed in the Southeastern United States.
GENCO, a large national 3PL company, was hired by Michigan Forest Products
Council to collect the data and evaluate optimizing the log supply system. The overall
objective was to reduce the cost of log transportation by reducing the empty truck miles.
Ideally the project would increase productivity and lower costs for truckers and result in all
parties gaining economic benefits.
The research project spanned three states, had multiple partners and involved truck
and rail carriers. There are several aspects that make log transportation optimization
challenging. Multiple species of wood travel throughout the tri-state region some
shipments move directly to mills, some move to yards and some move to rail loading sites.
Some regions and wood species are subject to quarantines which complicate transportation
with specialized permits and special handling requirements. In addition each state has
unique truck size and weight requirements and truckers domiciled in each state have
customized their trucks to handle the forest products native to their region. Weather plays
an important role in the harvesting of wood, and in this region seasonal weather patterns
6

have a significant impact on the amount of wood and the truckers’ access to forest landings.
The trucks operate over roads with federal, state, and local jurisdiction and the shortest
geographic route for a truck may not be feasible due to bridge weight restrictions
established by local public authorities. The trucking industry is competitive and has
operating practices and that may be unique for individual suppliers and loggers. Finally,
logging companies, land owners, and mills have different data requirements and
documentation processes in conducting business with truckers.
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3. Current Log Supply Chain Operations in the Study Region: Forest to
Mills
3.1 Logging Supply Chain
In order to determine the potential for optimization, the wood products supply chain
in the study region needed to be mapped. During 2009, the research team visited logging
sites, log truck yards, log rail sidings, and mills in Minnesota, Wisconsin, and the Upper
Peninsula of Michigan. Logging sites were visited and methods were studied in the State of
Washington for comparison purposes.
Foresters select the logs to be cut from a particular parcel of land and supervise the
harvesting of the trees by loggers.
A logging operation in the study region is typically a five step process: (Green, et al.,
2003).
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Selecting the trees for harvest
Route planning and road building
Felling and delimbing of trees
Skidding logs to a landing for sorting and loading
Transportation to a processing facility

This study focuses on the logging operation with specific detail on the transportation
portion of the supply chain and a supply chain was mapped for the options (see Figure 3.1.1).
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Figure 3.1.2 Logging Supply Chain for the Study Region
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3.1.1 Selecting Trees for Harvesting:
Foresters select the logs to be cut from a particular parcel of land and supervise the
harvesting of the trees by loggers. Foresters typically supervise multiple sites during any
given time. Trees that are available for harvest may be publically or privately owned.
Privately owned land may belong to mills, individuals, or Real Estate Investment Trusts
(REIT). Both public and private tracts of land will have requirements for harvesting such as
reporting, equipment use, and reforestation. A forester will cruise a potential harvest area to
determine the yield and then determine the appropriate harvest management system. Forest
tracts will be assessed years prior to the actual harvest so that there is sustainable
management and the harvesting program can be properly prepared. The land owner will be
paid “stumpage” for the right to harvest timber on that land. Stumpage used to be calculated
on a “per stump” basis but is more frequently charged by tons, board feet or cubic meters.
The computation of stumpage prices is a consideration of a number of factors including
markets (U.S. Forest Service 1981). The states in the region produce market studies to assist
public landholders in assessing the stumpage value of their forest land tracts (Michigan 2009).
The land selected for harvesting may be located on a topographic map using the
township, range, and section, technically referred to as the Government Land Office Grid
System coordinate system. The system was developed by the General Land Office and is
used in the study region. This system divides land into 36 square mile units called townships
and each township has a township and range designation to define its 36 square mile area.
Township is numbered north or south from a selected parallel of latitude called a base line
and range is numbered west or east of a selected meridian of longitude called a principle
meridian. The township and range coordinates do not correspond to Global Positioning
System (GPS) coordinates that are based on the latitude and longitude of a location. This
difference in coordinate systems required translation in the optimization process in order to
locate points of origin and destination.
The objective of the log selection by the forester is to obtain the maximum value of
the harvest but not to destroy the future productivity of the land. The forest products industry
through the Sustainable Forest Initiative has become focused on the long-term preservation
and maintenance of the forests as a renewable resource. At one of the harvest sites visited
there was mechanical thinning to increase the future timber size of the trees left standing.
The thinning process produced bolts suitable for only 2” x 4” studs or pulpwood.
In the region of the study, the logs are scaled by value and during the interviews with
foresters and mill operators they provided the following ranking sorted in declining value
(see Table 3.1.1). Species type is critical in grading. Typically the first division is into
hardwood or pine (softwood). The condition of the tree, for instance a rotten or crooked log,
will impact grading. Market forces will also impact grading. Foresters use their expertise to
grade logs.
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Type General
Veneer grade logs

Pulpwood

Criteria
This is based on wood type and
appearance usually logs over 10 inches in
diameter free of defects
10” diameter and larger logs may be
further graded as prime, select or grades 1
through 4
A short log usually 100” in length with a
specific minimum (8-10 inches) diameter
and generally sawn for lumber or used for
pulpwood
Used for paper production

Chips

Used for paper production and fuel

Logs
Bolts

Used for fuel
Bio Mass
Table 3.1.1: Timber Harvest by Value and Use
The loggers use skidders to pull cut logs from the woods to the logging roads. The
old-growth forests in the region have been cut and the wood basket consists of natural
secondary growth and tree plantations. This means that the harvesting sites for logging are
dispersed and often in remote areas where roads have to be developed to provide access.
3.1.2 Route Planning and Road Building
The logging roads may be publicly or privately developed and maintained. If the
road is private it will be considered a capital road and is usually considered a depreciated
expenditure for the company. Logging road systems are being thoughtfully designed and
built to a higher standard than in the past when sustainable management was not the primary
focus. Building good forest roads facilitates forest management. Capital roads may require
public access points. In some instances the logging trucks may transport logs from a landing
to a log sort yard and not go on public highways. For most of the log supply chains in the
study region the log trucks will move at least part of the trip on public roadways and this
raises the potential issues of overweight tucks, load securing, and mud (Green, et al, 2003).
The landings in the woods where the harvested wood is stacked do not have weigh
scales. In fact the first weigh scale the loaded truck will most likely encounter will be at the
mill. They may also be weighed at a state Department of Transportation fixed or portable
scale in route to the mill. Experienced truckers will load the truck very close to allowable
weight limit but the variables of moisture content, species and size make the loading an art
as much as a science. Logs that are loaded at the landing will settle and possibly become
unstable during the sometimes rough transit on the logging road. In wet periods they can
sometimes get stuck at remote sites. Wet conditions may require suspending operations if
the secondary road network becomes unstable. Trucks also collect considerable mud that
can be deposited on the highways creating a potentially hazardous slippery condition.
During the field research it was observed that many of the logging roads had laid down
11

gravel or wood chips where they joined the highways in order to reduce mud being spread
onto the highway.
Logging roads may be seasonal, some are classified as winter-use only roads
depending on the topography. Even with the best designs possible the logging roads can be
very windy and rough. Map Quest and other commercial Geographic Information Systems
(GIS) based software routing systems do not show some of the public logging roads and very
few if any of the private logging roads. The lack of data on logging roads became a factor in
optimization.
By transportation standards, raw forest products are a low-value/high-bulk
commodity and the truckers will use the largest possible trucks to maximize loads. Most
trucks are 8 feet (96 inches) wide. On designated truck routes a width of 102 inches (8.5
feet) is allowed. Michigan allows crosswise-loaded log trucks to be 108 inches (9 feet) wide
when loaded, but they must be less than 102 inches when empty. The 108-inch limit allows
for the variability in stacking 100-inch logs (Green, et al., 2003).
At key points on the road, turnarounds will be built for trucks as the roads are usually
one lane wide for most of their length with minimal turn offs for vehicles to go around each
other. Optimization plans need to factor in what trucks will be on the logging roads to
eliminate log trucks meeting where there are no passing lanes. In some regards optimizing
traffic on single lane logging roads is like operating rail networks. Depending on state laws,
logging roads may be open to limited public access and this can present difficulties with
optimization if logging trucks meet other unscheduled vehicles on the logging roads.
3.1.3 Skidding Logs to a Landing for Sorting and Loading
The timber is harvested by mechanical cutters (see Photo 3.1.1) then the cut logs are
dragged out of the woods by skidders (see Photo 3.1.2) and stacked alongside logging roads
for pick up by the log haulers (see Photo 3.1.3). Log trucks stay on the prepared logging
roads to reduce the potential of damage to the trucks or getting stuck. The logging truck will
either have its own loading gear or may rely on the logger to load the truck with the logging
equipment. A boom equipped truck is more versatile for picking up logs without being
dependent on the logger’s equipment (see Photo 3.1.4 and Photo 3.1.5). However, the weight
of the boom (7-10 thousand pounds) reduces the payload of the truck and also consumes fuel
when being operated as the engine will be running.
The individual stacks of logs may contain several truckloads and there is the
likelihood that the last load from the stack will be a partial truckload and this became a factor
in optimization. Loggers depend on the trucker taking out the last load even if it is a partial
load. The trucker who is paid on delivered product is not optimizing their asset (truck) when
they leave the site with a partial load. The trucker accepts that the last partial load may be
necessary to win the contract to haul wood from a specific site. Concern was expressed by
the truckers that optimization might lead to loss of control at the logging site. Today one
trucker is responsible for the logging site. In the “optimized” scenario a group of trucks
would be dispatched against a subset of the total loads which could be optimized. In any
pooled distribution model there are some loads which fall outside the “optimized” network
and become exceptions. The incumbent trucking companies working with mills and
landowners today were concerned that the optimized trucks would get all the full loads and
non-optimized truckers would have a disproportionate number of partial loads. Since partial
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loads require more labor and result in less pay for more work, many truckers were concerned
that this practice would reduce their profitability.
Where the forester places the stacks is important in expediting the truck loading
process. The trucker needs to be able to load the logs from a reasonably stable location and
then, if necessary, turn around to exit the woods. Many of the logging roads are privately
owned and well maintained with large turnaround areas, but rains, snow melt, and heavy
usage can result in trucks getting mired and the loggers often have to use their skidders to
assist the trucker to get unstuck.
On harvest stumpage that serves multiple mills, the stacks will be labeled so that the
trucker can deliver them to the appropriate mill (see Photo 3.1.6). A single track of land may
serve multiple mills and, depending on contracts, have different truckers picking up loads.
The forester and logger who may be deep in the woods when the truck picks up the logs
depend upon the trucker to select the right logs for the right mill.
The log load needs to be properly secured prior to leaving the landing so that the
truck can operate on highways at the legal speed limit. Logs are loaded either crosswise or
lengthwise on the trucks and will require securing (Green, et al., 2003). In the past decade
there has been an increasing use of crib trucks that do not require securing the logs with tie
downs. Truckers interviewed informed the research team that trucks get better fuel mileage
with logs loaded parallel to axles. However, this was not confirmed by experimentation.
Truckers get paid by weight so getting the wood to the mill before moisture in the log
evaporates is important to the truckers. For this reason they do not want to leave wood in
storage at the landing for a long period of time. The interdependency between truckers,
loggers, and foresters is difficult to capture in a mathematical optimization model. In
interviews with foresters the close relationship between loggers, truckers, and foresters was
always mentioned and was cited as a potential drawback in optimizing.
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Photo 3.1.1: Log Harvester in Wisconsin

Photo 3.1.2: Log Skidder with Timber for Forest Roadwork
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Photo 3.1.3: Log Stacks for Truck Loading

Photo 3.1.4: Log Crib Truck with Loader
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Photo 3.1.5: Log Crib Truck without Loader

Photo 3.1.6: Log Mill Markings
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3.1.4 Hauling Directly to a Processing Facility
Most of the mills in the study region are within 150 miles of logging operations and
the transportation economics favor truck hauling the wood products directly from the
landings to the mills. The trucker deals with several variables that impact optimization
modeling whenever the truck leaves the woods.
1. Weight Limits on County Roads and Bridges: The truck may be loaded to the
maximum allowable weight limit for the state highways but driving the most direct
route to the mill may not be possible if the truck must travel on county roads or
bridges that have a lower weight restriction or posted bridges.
2. Weight Limits between States: Each of the three states in the study region has
different allowable weight limits. An optimal routing that crosses state boundaries
will have to factor in the difference in weight limits.
3. Seasonal Weight Limit Variations: Weight limits change with the seasons as
ground freezes or thaws. Not only will this change the gross weight and productivity
but each state may change its seasonal variations at different dates.
4. State Operations Permits: The wood baskets that serve the mills can straddle state
lines and optimized trucks need to be permitted to operate in the respective states.
5. Quarantine Due to Infestation: The area has pockets of exotic species such as the
Emerald Ash Borer that state Departments of Natural Resources are trying to contain.
Areas with outbreaks will be quarantined and wood from that region is not allowed to
be moved to un-infested areas. Trucks with infested wood may not be permitted to
drive through un-infested areas even if that is the most direct route from the landing
to the mill.
6. Scale House Hours of Operation: The scale house is the gateway for truckers
delivering wood to the mills (see Photo 3.1.7). A medium to large size mill will have
approximately 100 trucks per day and volume increases by 1/3 in the 1st quarter of the
year. The vast majority of mills are open to receive trucks at the scale house only 812 hours per day with some seasonal variation. Most of the scale houses open about
5:30 a.m. and close about 6:00 p.m. A few mills in the region have opted to have
unmanaged scales that require truckers to use passes for entrance and exit. This
allows the mills to keep track of the vehicle and quantity of wood brought into the
facility. Truckers frequently take their last load of wood from the landing in the
woods in the late afternoon/early evening and proceed not to the scale house, which
would be closed on arrival, but to the trucker’s place of residence. The trucker then
takes the load to the mill the following morning, arriving prior to the scale house
opening. The number of trucks following this practice can lead to lines of trucks
idling while waiting for the scale house to open and an increase in unloading times in
the yard as they deal with a surge of trucks. This practice increases the productivity
of the trucker but has consequences in optimization modeling. The trucker’s place of
residence may have to be a variable in the optimization model.
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Photo 3.1.7: Log Truck Leaving Scale House – Mill in Wisconsin
7. Scale House Operations: The scale house weighs the truck entering the mill to
document its gross weight then a visual inspection of the wood is conducted to verify
wood type and quality. The truck is then weighed before it departs to determine tare
weight so that the trucker can be paid for the net weight delivered. When the truck
arrives at the mill, scale key information needs to be exchanged. The scale house
needs to know where the load is from, the contract that regulates it (job number), the
species, the quantity being delivered, the name of the trucking company, and the
people in the truck entering the mill. The trucker needs a receipt (scale ticket) for
their delivery that includes quantity and quality so that they can get paid. A typical
scale ticket contains the following fields:
a.
Purchase Order Number
b.
Product (roundwood, chips, bark, etc.)
c.
Source of Wood, State, County
d.
Gross Weight, Tare Weight, Net Weight
e.
Rejects and Reason for Rejection
Scale tickets and accounting systems vary by company and this lack of
standardization will have to be factored into the optimization model. In some cases
scales payment is for the cord and then weight may be converted. The weight of a
cord can vary by species, size, and season. However, there is no fixed conversion
factor except in the state of Mississippi where the weight conversion is fixed by law.
In 1983, the Mississippi Legislature approved House bill 363 to establish official
weights for a cord of wood (see Table 3.1.2).
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Species
Weight (pounds)
Weight (tons)
Pine
5,200
2.6
Soft hardwood
5,400
2.7
Mixed hardwood
5,600
2.8
Hard hardwood
5,800
2.9
Table 3.1.2: Mississippi Legal Log Weight Conversion Factors
8. Unloading at the Mill: Trucks with booms can unload themselves in the yard, but
that is not the practice at the mills visited in the study. The mill personnel unloaded
the trucks using mill equipment. The average turnaround time given for a log truck
was from 18-25 minutes, and at one mill operations going over 30 minutes raised a
figurative red flag. Chips are unloaded by a dumper with a 15-18 minute turnaround
time. The mills have specific storage locations for species and types of wood
products and trucks may have to wait for space or equipment to move to an area to
provide service. The trucker does not want to travel the roads with wood chips
blowing out behind them and they clean the truck at a designated site at the mill. The
average turnaround time is about 40 minutes. Delays during unloading can impact
the optimization model.
9. Hours of Service: Commercial drivers are required to comply with the federal Motor
Carrier Safety Administration Hours of Service.
3.1.5 Hauling to a Rail Siding
When there is a longer distance to the mill the logs may be moved from the woods to
a rail siding. The decision to use rail can be a factor of rates, service, distance to mill, rail
sidings at the mill and rail car availability or a combination of these variable factors. Rail log
cars typically carry 35-37 cords per rail car (see Photo 3.1.8) with mega log cars carrying 42
cords (see Photo 3.1.9). The B-train a tractor and semi-trailer combination or an A-train a
truck and trailer combination have capacities of 10 to 12 cords or 50,000 lbs. The rail cars
transport the equivalent of 3 to 4 of the largest trucks and can create economies of scale.
There is also the potential for rail service to reduce energy consumption compared to all
truck routes. However, the wood products have to be handled more when rail service is used.
An all truck route will handle the wood twice, but a rail service may require the handling of
the wood products four times to reach the same destination.
Wood fiber managers said that they would more frequently use rail service if
scheduled service was more frequent, demurrage rates more equitable, and cars were
available when requested. The study area is served by three principal railroads hauling
unfinished wood products: CN railroad (CN), Escanaba and Lake Superior (E&LS) and
BNSF. A larger number of railroads handle finished wood products in the region.
Log rail cars are usually not suitable for other service and railroads allocate them
where the traffic is heaviest so that they get better asset utilization. An increase in the
demand for rail cars in the study region means that rail cars will have to be moved (usually
empty) from other locations. In the study region there is a situation where demand for wood
products rail service declined over three decades and that has made railroads hesitant to
increase service and car levels without an indication of steady or increasing traffic volume.
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Because of the cost of operating locomotives, railroads prefer to move blocks of 10 or more
rail cars at a time (see Photo 3.1.10).
Rail sidings are either public or private. A public rail siding allows any wood fiber
producer to put its product in the facility (see Photo: 3.1.11). The siding may be owned by
the railroad or a public entity. A private siding will serve just one customer and may be
owned or leased by that customer (see Photo: 3.1.12).
When the truck arrives at the rail siding it will either directly load the rail cars from
the truck, called hotloading, or if cars are not available, the product will be unloaded into a
storage location. Some sidings may have scales so that each truck load can be kept track of
but many sidings do not have scales and rely on estimates of the quantity delivered to the site.
One of the issues in loading rails cars is the proper spotting of the rail cars in the wood yards
so that trucks can offload into them (see Photo 3.1.13) and locomotives have to do a
minimum of switching. If the wood is put into storage it will have to be loaded on the rail
cars when they are available. The yard will need log loading equipment available or hire
truckers with self-loaders adding to the investment and operating costs (see Photo 3.1.14).
The time period of this study coincided with the economic downturn which resulted
in lower overall shipments on CN’s network in Wisconsin. The loss of rail business volume
led to the closing of CN’s Pembine/Bradley track from Rhinelander, WI, to Goodman, WI.
On this track there were three public log sidings at Cavour, Argonne, and Crandon. For
operational reasons CN is also proposing closing all public log sidings on its Superior track
from Ladysmith, WI, to Superior, WI, except the Stanberry siding. These sidings that are
proposed to be closed include: Hawthorne, Sauntry, Gordon, Weirgor, and Exeland.
3.1.6 Hauling to a Wood Storage Yard
When demand is slack at the mills, logs may be moved to a storage facility. This may
also occur when there is high productivity in the woods during the winter when the heavy
weight trucks can move in and out of the woods. The wood that is stockpiled will then be
transported to mills during the other seasons serving as a buffer stock. The log storage
facilities will typically be located near a major highway to provide the best access to mills.
The storage facilities may be owned by a logging company or by a mill VHH3KRWR 
The log storage yard serves the function of a distribution center in the log supply chain. The
storage facility can take logs from one stumpage location or multiple locations and can serve
one or many logging and trucking companies. The disadvantage to using the storage yard is
the multiple handling of the wood as it will be handled a minimum of four times.
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Photo 3.1.8: - Log Rail Car – Inside Length 52 feet 8 inches

Photo 3.1.9: - Log Rail Car – Inside Length 66 feet
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Photo 3.1.10: A Block of Ten Log Cars at Stone Lake, WI

Photo 3.1.11: Seney, Michigan Public Log Siding, No Log Loading Permitted
Prior to 7:00 a.m.
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Photo 3.1.12: Private Rail Served Log Siding Newberry, MI

Photo 3.1.13: Hotloading Rail Car in Wisconsin
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Photo 3.1.14 Log Loader at Dollarville, MI – Brown’s Woodyard & Rail Siding

Photo 3.1.15 Sappi Wood Yard off HWY 53 in Minong, WI
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3.2 Log Truck Industry Profile
Nearly every log harvested within the Minnesota, Wisconsin, and Michigan study
region relies on a logging truck for at least part (if not all) of its journey to the final
processing facility. However, log trucks come in many different shapes and sizes due to
varying regulations in each state. To add, each state’s road jurisdictions for maintaining
roads and bridges, enforcing safety regulations, and establishing weight limits vary as well.
This section of the study will present the various types of log hauling vehicles used within
the study area and means for their differences. Then, the logging trucks of each particular
state will be further examined along with the regulations and permits.
3.2.1 Types of Vehicles
In general, there are three basic types of log hauling vehicles utilized within the
study region: 1) truck and pup combination, 2) the tractor trailer combination, and 3) the Btrain double combination.
Overall, there is no such thing as a “standard” log truck design, as almost every
truck is specifically designed to meet the owners specifications (Rosa, 2010). Vehicle type
and design depends on geographic location (various road jurisdictions), road conditions (off
road use versus interstate highway), and type of payload (saw logs versus pulpwood)
(Benda, Colling, Green, McNinch, & Sproule, 2005).
Truck and Pup Combination
The truck and pup combination consists of a straight truck that is normally fitted
with a day cab, log bed/bunk, and rear end mounted log loader. The pull behind trailer
called a pup is fitted with a log bed/bunk. This combination is almost always specially
ordered by the carrier to fit their needs as the vehicles are not mass produced. Previous
studies conducted on the logging industry in the Upper Midwest have referred to this
combination as an A-Train, but for this study the truck and pup designation will be used to
reference the vehicle.
Truck and pups are preferred by many loggers because of their versatility and off
road maneuverability (Benda, Green, & McNinch, 2003). For instance, when a truck and
pup combination is loaded a significant portion of the load weight is over the drive axles,
which gives the vehicle better traction in off road conditions (Benda, et al., 2003).
Furthermore, the pup can track behind the truck very well in tight situations due to its short
length and turntable locking mechanism (Leason, 2008).
Because of its versatility, a truck and pup combination can be used in a variety of
operations. For instance, it may be employed in hauling logs directly from the stumpage
area to the processing facility and/or consolidation yard, or it may be used as a jump truck
to haul logs out of the woods to a nearby landing where logs can then be transloaded onto
other log trucks for the over-the-road portion of the journey (Leason, 2008). In addition,
many of these combinations left the area in 2005-06 for the gulf coast to assist in hurricane
cleanup efforts because they were paid higher rates (Leason, 2008). Truck and pup
combinations are very common within the study area.
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Tractor Trailer Combination
The tractor trailer combination consists of a semi tractor fitted with either a day or
sleeper cab and a standard fifth wheel connection. The trailer is fitted with a log bed/bunk
and sometimes a log loader mounted in the center. It is usually cheaper for a logger/carrier
to acquire the equipment to haul logs using a tractor trailer combination because of
equipment availability and flexibility in operations. But, if the truck and trailer are
purchased new and the trailer includes a loader, the cost can similar to that of a truck and
pup combination (Rosa, 2010).
Unlike the truck and pup combination, the tractor trailer combination is not captive
to the log hauling trade. For instance, a semi tractor can be detached from its log hauling
trailer and be used to haul other types of commodities by attaching to different trailers
(Haberli, 2008). Furthermore, standard flatbed trailers can be modified to haul logs with
relative ease, so log bed/bunk trailers are usually easy to come by (Rosa, 2010). However,
the tractor trailer combination is not as suited to hauling logs as its truck and pup
counterpart. For instance, tractor trailers usually have a difficult time navigating through
the narrow and winding logging roads to the loading area because semi trailers require a
larger turning radius (Haberli, 2008). To add, a tractor trailer combination is more likely to
get stuck in the woods, because when the vehicle is loaded the majority of the weight is not
over the drive axles leading to less traction. (Benda, et al., 2003) Some loggers refuse to
hire operators with tractor trailer combinations because they are afraid of the vehicle not
being able to reach the loading site and/or getting stuck (Haberli, 2008).
Tractor trailer combinations are mostly used to haul logs from the stumpage area
and/or nearby landing to the ultimate processing facility and/or consolidation yard. They
are commonly utilized in situations where the haul is longer and mostly over-the-road
because they are a more roadworthy vehicle and usually attain better fuel mileage. Tractor
trailer combinations are very common in the study area with the exception being Michigan,
where they are less common.
B-Train Double Combination
The B-train combination, for the most part, utilizes the same type of equipment as
the tractor trailer combination with a few alterations. For instance, the semi tractor is
basically the same as the one used in a regular tractor trailer combination; however, instead
of connecting to one trailer like the former, the B-train connects to two trailers which are
fitted with a log bed/bunk. Log loaders can be positioned on the rear of the first trailer, but
this is usually very rare. B-train trailer design differs from that of the other types of double
combinations commonly seen on the highway. The first trailer in the combination attaches
to the tractor as a regular semi trailer would. The second trailer then attaches to a fifth
wheel that is mounted on an extension of the first trailer’s frame (Benda, et al., 2005).
Thereby, a B-train avoids the use of a converter dolly that is required on an A-Train double
combination utilized by most of the less-than-truckload carriers like Conway, Yellow, and
ABF.
Since the B-train is a variant of the tractor trailer combination, it is not captive to the
log hauling trade. However, B-train trailers have to be specially manufactured and are not
as common as regular semi trailers, therefore requiring a higher level of investment. The
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B-train is not suited to operating in off road conditions, but on the road they are considered
a more stable type of double combination, because the fifth wheel connection between the
first and second trailer increases roll stability of the vehicle (Benda, et al., 2005).
B-trains will usually only run between established log landings and/or consolidation
yards to the final processing facility. The hauls for these vehicles tend to be longer than
average and may include routing on the interstate system (Benda, et al., 2005). The B-train
is mostly native to Michigan, however some trucks continue into Wisconsin by dropping a
trailer at the border. B-trains are the least common type of vehicle to be used for the log
hauling trade (Benda, et al., 2005).
3.2.2 Logs Hauling Methods on Trucks
In general, there are three ways to haul logs: crosswise, lengthwise, and
combination of both. Each of these hauling styles carries with it certain advantages and
disadvantages. Various regulations in each state have made certain log bed/bunk styles on
trucks more popular and advantageous to the carrier. Generally, log bed/bunks are built as
lightweight as possible to allow for the heaviest possible payload (Leason, 2008). To
follow is a summary of the different hauling styles and the pros and cons of each.
Crosswise Hauling
Logs are stacked crosswise on a truck when they are carried parallel to the vehicle’s
axles on a log bed. The bed usually consists of a flat surface or pair of frame rails that the
logs lie on and a bulkhead at both the front and rear of the bed to contain the load. Then, a
pair of chains (or similar tie down device) are draped across the top of the load from the
front of the bed to the back and tightened to secure the load. A pair of tie downs are
required for each crosswise hauled bundle of logs, per current FMCSA regulations (Benda,
et al., 2005). Chains are usually the preferred type of tie down, but straps can also be found
to a lesser extent.
Hauling of logs crosswise has been preferred from a financial perspective with the
goal of making as much money as possible by hauling as many logs as possible. For
instance, it is generally cheaper to build a vehicle to haul logs crosswise because less
structure is needed. They require less material and labor to build, and flatbed semi trailers
can also be easily modified to carry logs in this fashion. Furthermore, carrying logs
crosswise requires less space on the vehicle so greater volumes can be transported. In
Michigan, hauling of pulpwood crosswise is necessary to reach the maximum weights
allowed within the current truck size and weight limits (Benda, et al., 2005).
Hauling logs crosswise has recently become an important safety issue. When logs
are hauled crosswise, there is nothing stopping them from sliding out the side, except the
friction generated between the other logs in the load. Also, there are relatively few types of
cargo that settle as much as logs when in transit (Benda, et al., 2003). However, the
crosswise transportation of logs can safely be accomplished according to the North
American Cargo Securement Standard Model Regulations if the load was stably assembled,
the stack was crowned, and a tie down tension of at least 2000 lbs. is maintained at all times
(Benda, et al., 2003).
Safe securement of crosswise loaded logs really depends on the skill and attitude of
the vehicle’s operator. For instance, the operator spends a significant amount of time at the
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loading area to ensure logs are loaded evenly to ensure stability (Benda, et al., 2005). In
addition, crowning the load to create a curved outside profile to ensure the chains that are
draped across come in contact with as many logs as possible can create an uneven load
profile and may lead to less payload. Lastly, to maintain tie down tension an operator must
periodically readjust their binders en-route and/or equip their vehicle with some type of
automatic tensioning device (Benda, et al., 2005).
Lengthwise Hauling
Logs are stacked lengthwise on a truck when they are carried perpendicular to the
vehicles axles in a log rack. A log rack consists of two U shaped bunks usually spaced
around 4-5 feet apart in which a bundle of logs will be loaded within (Rosa, 2010). The
bunks provide lateral (side to side) containment of the logs but longitudinal (front to rear)
containment is lacking. Thus, logs loaded in this fashion require two tie downs for each
bundle on the vehicle (Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration [FMCSA], 2010). Log
bed configurations are usually built with pockets and movable states to construct a bunk
that can allow the vehicle to load logs lengthwise (Rosa, 2010).
If the vehicles bunks are bordered by a front and rear bulkhead, the vehicle’s log
containment apparatus is now referred to as a “crib” (Benda, et al., 2003). A crib is
considered a safer way to haul logs because it provides both lateral and longitudinal
containment (Benda, et al., 2005). Because of securement advantages, the Federal Motor
Carrier Safety Administration (FMCSA) has ruled that tie downs on the bundles in a crib
are not needed unless the bundles differ in height and/or large gaps exist between the
bundles (Benda, et al., 2005). Wisconsin and Minnesota have both adopted these
recommendations but Michigan has not (Benda, et al., 2005; Minnesota Timber Producers
Association [MTPA], 2008). Therefore, two tie downs are required for each bundle of logs
loaded in a crib in Michigan.
Hauling logs lengthwise is commonly done when the logs are over 100 inches long.
These logs will usually be processed into poles or lumber as opposed to pulpwood logs
which are ground-up (Benda, et al., 2003). Hauling pulpwood lengthwise in a crib has
recently become very popular due to the financial incentive of hauling the most loads by
minimizing down time in loading/unloading and maximizing time on the road (Benda, et
al., 2005). The financial incentive was created when the FMCSA changed the securement
recommendations which allowed significant time savings in lengthwise log hauling
operations.
Loading logs lengthwise in a crib is faster than crosswise loading because the
operator does not need to spend as much time making sure his load is evenly stacked within
the allowable width of the vehicle (Benda, et al., 2005). In addition, the operator does not
need to spend any time securing tie downs, unless the load fits the conditions mentioned
previously or the vehicle is in/or plans to go through Michigan (Benda, et al., 2005).
Because of the significant time savings, almost all of the new log trucks built in Minnesota
and Wisconsin are crib style (Benda, et al., 2005).
However, hauling logs lengthwise is not without its pitfalls. For instance, a crib
style vehicle does require a higher level of investment because there is a greater
superstructure. Secondly, stacking logs lengthwise is not as volume dense as crosswise
loading; thus, less logs can be loaded in the same area versus if that area was to be used for
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crosswise loading (Benda, et al., 2005). The loss of density is attributed to the required
spaces between the bundles that is necessary to achieve economical loading rates (Benda, et
al., 2003). In Minnesota and Wisconsin, lengthwise loading is not an issue because the
vehicles usually reach their weight limits before they reach their volume limits (Benda, et
al., 2005). Consequently in Michigan, a lengthwise loaded vehicle will not be able to attain
the maximum achievable weight limits within the designated volume limitations (Benda, et
al., 2005). Thus, there is a financial penalty in hauling logs lengthwise in Michigan and
most logs are still hauled crosswise.
3.2.3 Additional Equipment
Logging trucks can be fitted with several pieces of additional equipment that affect
their day to day operations. Additional equipment translates into a higher level of
investment in the vehicle, but it can also ensure higher levels of productivity and greater
payloads. There are several other innovative types of equipment being developed for the
industry that are not mentioned below. Reason being, these types of equipment are usually
voluntary, they add cost to the vehicle, and do not provide a positive financial return
(Cambridge, 2006). Carriers of forest products will not likely adopt some of these
technologies until required by government or a financial incentive is somehow created
(Cambridge, 2006). Self loaders, differential & turntable locks, variable load axles, and
automatic tensioners are types of additional equipment that most log trucks in the study area
are fitted with.
Self Loaders
Log loaders are found on almost every truck and pup combination. Also, they may
be built into the center of a log hauling semi-trailer (centerloader) for use in a tractor trailer
combination (Haberli, 2008). Very rarely, a B-Train will have a log loader mounted on the
rear of the first trailer (Benda, et al., 2005). A log loader does add weight to the vehicle
which lessens the payload, but on the flip side, it enables the vehicle to be able to
load/unload itself without assistance.
Common log loader makes are Serco®, Prentice®, and Hood®, which are all
manufactured in the Upper Midwest. The loaders can have either a by-pass or butt grapple;
the butt grapple seems preferred by most truckers (Leason, 2008). Loaders are run by
hydraulics through a power take off on the engine. To operate the loader, the truck’s engine
RPM must commonly be in the 1000 to 1100 range (Leason, 2008). Thus, vehicles with
loaders will realize higher fuel consumption rates versus a similar vehicle without a loader.
Furthermore, more fuel will be consumed when logs are stacked crosswise and/or when
hauling pulpwood because in these situations more logs are being stacked requiring more
time (Ray).
Differential Locks
The tandem drive axles on most truck and pup combinations are usually fitted with
several differential locks and inter-axle locks that prevent slipping and sliding on off-road
terrain (Leason, 2008; Rosa, 2010). Such differential locks on semi tractors are very rare.
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Turntable Locking Device
On pup trailers a turntable locking device is usually built into the vehicle. When
activated, this device will prohibit the turntable at the front of the trailer from rotating
(Leason, 2008). This is particularly useful in the woods because it essentially turns the pup
into a straight trailer which is easier to backup and maneuver (Leason, 2008). Before
getting onto the highway, the device is deactivated allowing the turntable to function
normally on the road.
Variable Load Axles
Variable load axles are more commonly referred to as lift axles and are commonly
found in two variations: steerable and non-steerable (Leason, 2008). Lift axles increase the
contact area between the road and the vehicle, which reduces the pressure of the vehicle on
the road surface (Cambridge, 2006). Lift axles positioned before the drive axles are called
pushers and the ones behind are called tags (Leason, 2008). Non-steerable lift axles are
cheaper and are rated for higher weights than steerable lift axles, but they must be lifted
when making sharp turns; therefore, the controls for the axles are located in the cab
(Leason, 2008). Steerable lift axles are more expensive and are rated for lower weights
than the non-steerables so they are not very popular with truckers (Leason, 2008).
However, steerable axles are preferred by government authorities because lift controls are
usually mounted outside the cab, and once the lift axles are down, they remain on the road
surface throughout the entire duration of the trip ensuring less wear on the pavement
(Cambridge, 2006).
Automatic Tensioners
Automatic tensioners were developed to maintain tie down tension on the load of
logs as they settle during the journey (Benda, et al., 2005). Air tensioners are the most
common form of automatic tensioner, but hydraulics can also be found to a lesser extent.
Air is commonly used because the vehicle already uses air for the braking system (Benda,
et al., 2005). Dickinson County Road Commission in the U.P. of Michigan requires the use
of automatic-air tension devices on all crosswise loaded pup trailers traveling through the
county. Since the regulation has been put in place air tensioners have become very
common on pup trailers used in the U.P. (Benda, et al., 2005). Automatic tensioners will
not be found on vehicles in Minnesota and Wisconsin, unless a Michigan truck has crossed
the border. This is because loads in Minnesota and Wisconsin are usually smaller and the
majority of this freight is now being moved by crib style vehicles which require no tie
downs (Benda, et al., 2005).
3.2.4 Interstate Weight Standards and the Federal Bridge Formula
The creation of the Interstate and Defense Highway System goes back to the
enactment of the Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1956 (Office of Freight Management
Operations [OFMO], 2003). The 40,000 mile interstate system has maximum weight
standards on how much weight axles may carry that apply throughout the system. (OFMO,
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2003). These are 20,000 lbs. for a single axle, 34,000 lbs. for a Tandem Axle (two axles
between 40 and 96 inches apart), with a 80,000 lbs. Gross Vehicle Weight (United States
Code, 2007). In other words, the weight of a vehicle loaded with cargo that operates on the
Interstate Highway System cannot exceed 80,000 lbs. except for several grandfathered
states.
With the introduction of heavier trucks in the 1950’s and 1960’s, concerns arose
about protecting the structural integrity of interstate bridges (OFMO, 2009). As a result,
Congress enacted the Bridge Formula in 1975 to limit the weight-to-length ratio of a
vehicle crossing a bridge (OFMO, 2009). Usually length is increased or more axles are
added to the vehicle in order to comply with the bridge formula. The Federal Highway
Administration has a useful brochure on how to use the federal bridge formula on their
website:
http://ops.fhwa.dot.gov/freight/publications/brdg_frm_wghts/bridge_formula_all.pdf .
Formula 3.2.1 presents the mathematical function of the bridge formula where: L= length of
the bridge between the grouping of two or more axles, N=number of axles located between
the bridge length, and W=weight that is allowed to be carried on the interstate system with
this bridge set up.

Formula 3.2.1 Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) Bridge Formula (Bridge).
The FHWA has calculated a whole range of bridge combinations, and these are
included in the table 3.2.1. When W values end up being in the 500 lbs. or less range, the
value is rounded down to the nearest 500 lbs. value (Bridge). For instance, a 3 axle (N=3)
truck with a 13 ft bridge (L=13) gives a bridge value of 45,750 lbs. but appears as 45,500 in
the table 3.2.1 (see Appendix A).
Some states may have Grandfathered exceptions to the Interstate weight regulations,
if vehicles heaver than 80,000 lbs. were operating in the state prior to 1956 (OFMO, 2009).
Michigan is the only state in the study region that has a grandfather exception (Cambridge,
2009). Because of Michigan’s axle laws, an 11 axle truck weighing 164,000 lbs. is allowed
on the interstate system (Bureau of Transportation Planning, Intermodal Policy Division
[BTP] 2008). One exception to this higher weight allowance is the Mackinaw Bridge
which carries I-75 from Michigan City in the Lower Peninsula to St. Ignance in the Upper
Peninsula. The maximum allowed Gross Vehicle Weight (GVW) on the bridge is 144,000
lbs. and any vehicle with a GVW over 80,000 lbs. requires an escort (Mackinac Bridge
Authority, 2010). Even though heavier trucks are permitted on interstates in Michigan, past
data has shown that only 15,000 (14%) of Michigan Trucks are registered to carry over
80,000 lbs. (BTP, 2008). Logging trucks operating in Michigan are a significant portion of
the 14% trucks that are registered under the Michigan weight laws.
Outside the Interstate Highway System, states can set their own commercial vehicle
weight standards (OFMO, 2003). While Michigan already allows trucks heaver than
80,000 lbs. on its roads, Minnesota and Wisconsin also have special permits that allow the
GVW of logging vehicles to be greater than 80,000 lbs. (Cambridge 2006, 2009). The
allowance of heavier log trucks on state roads is most likely attributed to the importance of
the forest products industry in the study region. Heavier trucks enable transportation unit
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costs to be lower which helps ensure plants that are large employers in the region remain
competitive with plants in other states and countries.
3.2.5 Size and Weights across the Region
Truck size and weight regulations vary fairly significantly within the study region.
Wisconsin and Minnesota both set Gross Vehicle Weight (GVW) limits, but Michigan on
the other hand is an axle state and GVW depends on the number of axles a vehicle has. To
complicate matters further, the study region’s roadways usually have varying weight limits
throughout the year due to the seasons. For instance, the roads freeze up in the winter
enabling them to support more weight and not sustain greater damage (Cambridge, 2006).
However in spring, the roadbed becomes saturated with moisture and is more susceptible to
damage from higher weights (Cambridge, 2006). Accordingly, state road authorities will
usually allow increased weights in the winter months and restrict increases or normal
weights during the spring thaw. Table 3.2.2 and Table 3.2.3 give brief overviews of
maximum vehicle dimension and GVW limits within the study region. Because of these
differences between the states, interstate movement of logs within the study region is
difficult to facilitate. In the following sections, the particular regulations of each state will
be more thoroughly explained.
Width (Inches)
Height
Log
(Inches)
Vehicle Payload

Maximum Vehicle Dimensions
Length (Feet)
Semi Doulbles Non-Semi Straight
Semi
Non-Semi
Trailer Trailer
Trailer
Truck Combination Combination

Michigan 96/102 1

108

162

50/53 1 3

28.5

-

40

70

70

Minnesota

102

102

162

48/53 4

28.5

45

45

75 4

75

Wisconsin

102

108 2

162

48/53 4

28.5

-

40

75 4

65

-

-

-

28 5
Interstate
102
102
48 5
1
Designated highways only
2
When carrying tie logs, tie slabs, and veneer logs
3
Distance between kingpin and rear axle grouping must fall between 37-41'
4
Distance between kingpin and rear axle grouping must be 43' or less
5
Minimum length

Table 3.2.2 Maximum Vehicle Dimensions within Study Region (Cambridge, 2009;
MDOT, 2007; LRB, 2009; Hablewitz, 2009; Starr, 2009)
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Michigan
5 Axle
6 Axle
7 Axle
8 Axle
9 Axle
10 Axle
11 Axle

Minnesota
Interstate
5 Axle

6 Axle
7 Axle
8 Axle
Wisconsin
Interstate
5 Axle
6 Axle

Maximum Gross Vehicle Weights (Pounds)
Seasons
Regular
Winter
All Season, Rigid, Flexible
All Season, Rigid, Flexible
86,000
86,000
104,000
104,000
122,000
122,000
129,000
129,000
137,000
137,000
156,000
156,000
164,000
164,000
Seasons
Regular
Winter
Spring
10 Ton
9 Ton
10 Ton
9 Ton
10 Ton
9 Ton
80,000
80,000

-

88,000

80,000

80,000
88,000
80,000

2

82,000

88,000

88,000
80,000

2

1

82,000

90,000

1

97,000

1
1

108000
Class A
80,000
80,000
90,000
80,000

-

80,000

96,800
88,000

96,800
88,000

2

1

92,000

1

92,000

1

90,000

1

99,000

1

99,000

97,000

1

99,000

1

99,000

1

108000
Class B Class A

48,000

90,000
90,000

Spring
Rigid
64,500
78,000
91,500
96,750
102,750
117,000
123,000

Flexible
55,900
67,600
79,300
83,850
89,050
101,400
106,600

-

88,000
2

1

1

All Season
86,000
104,000
122,000
129,000
137,000
156,000
164,000

3

80,000

50,000

1

80,000

60,000

1

80,000

70,000

80,000
Class B Class A
90,000

80,000
80,000

Class B
48,000

1

48,000
98,000
98,000
80,000
48,000
98,000
Permit Required
2
First Haul Designation
3
Only on I-39 between U.S. Hwy 51 and I-90/94 interchange near Portage
1

Table 3.2.3 Maximum Gross Vehicle Weights within Study Region (Cambridge, 2009;
MDOT, 2007; LRB, 2009; Benda, et al., 2005)
3.2.6 Developments in the Industry
Increasing Equipment Prices
While logging equipment is generally expensive, the price of logging vehicles has
significantly escalated in the past decade (Leason, 2008). Newer low emission motors and
higher materials cost are the two main causes of the increases. Since hauling logs is already
a low margin business and since profit margins are not increasing, there is little justification
for buying new logging vehicles because of the potential of an inadequate return on
investment. Several years ago when truckers were making an adequate return, many
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operators upgraded their equipment every 3-5 years, but when times are lean new purchases
slow down considerably (Leason, 2008; Rosa, 2010).
Crib Style Hauling
As stated earlier, the adoption of crib style logging rigs in Minnesota and Wisconsin
has greatly increased the productivity of log hauling vehicles in those states. However, the
State of Wisconsin has recently been noted to have been pulling drivers over because
spacing between bundles and bunks was considered too large requiring tie downs on the
bundles (Rosa, 2010). Due to the inconvenience of securing more tie downs and the push
to maximize payload, some operators have been trading in their crib style equipment and
going back to crosswise hauling equipment (Rosa, 2010).
3.2.7 Log Trucks of Minnesota
Vehicle Size Limits in Minnesota
Maximum vehicle dimensions for Minnesota are found in Minnesota Statutes
169.80 and 169.81 (Office of Freight and Commercial Vehicle Operations [OFCVO],
2010). In general, logging trucks have no outright special exemptions, so they are
configured like other commercial vehicles operating in the state. Table 3.2.4 illustrates
Minnesota’s vehicle dimensions. Given lengths are lengths-over-all, which includes
overhangs.
Vehicle Width (feet)
Vehicle overall
8’6”
Additional width on each side for
3”
mirrors and load securement devices
Vehicle Height (feet)
Vehicle overall
13’6”
Vehicle Length (feet)
Single motor vehicle
Trailer of a two-vehicle combination
(not semi)
Two-vehicle combination (not semi)
Each trailer or semi-trailer of a twin
trailer combination on designated routes
Semi-trailer of a two-vehicle
combination

45’
45’
75’
28’6”
48’
53’ if distance from kingpin to the
center of the real axle group is 43’ or less
75’

Semi tractor trailer combination

Table 3.2.4: Minnesota Vehicle Dimensions (OFCVO, 2010)
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Vehicle Weight Limits in Minnesota
Regular Season Weights
Minnesota roads are divided into four main classes: 10-Ton, 9-Ton, 7-Ton, and 5Ton (Cambridge, 2006). The 10-Ton road network is also referred to as the Designated
Highways, while other roads less than 10-Ton are referred to as Non-Designated Highways
(Cambridge, 2006). The designated highway network includes the Interstates, U.S.
Highways, Minnesota State Highways, most County Highways, some Town Roads, and
some Municipal Roads (Cambridge, 2006). In 2009, legislation was enacted that made all
paved roads 10-Ton and all unpaved roads 9-Ton, unless posted otherwise (Hayes, 2009).
All vehicles are required to comply with bridge weight restrictions when posted.
A 80,000 lbs. GVW is allowed on any 10-Ton, 9-Ton, 7-Ton, and 5-Ton road if axle
weights are not exceeded and proper spacing is followed (Hayes, 2009). Table 3.2.5 shows
the per axle and axle grouping weight limits for the aforementioned roads. The only time a
7-Ton or 5-Ton designated road will appear in the regular hauling season is if it is posted by
the appropriate road authority.
Axle(s)
Single Axle
Two axles, spaced within 8’
or less (Tandem)
Three axles, spaced within
9’ or less (Tridum)
Four axles, spaced within
14’ or less

10Ton

9-Ton

7-Ton

5-Ton

20,000 lbs.
34,000

18,000 lbs.
34,000

14,000 lbs.
26,444

10,000 lbs.
18,889

43,000

43,000

33,444

23,889

51,500

51,500

40,056

28,611

Table 3.2.5: Minnesota Axle Weights (OFCVO, 2010)
Winter Season Weights
When the roads freeze in the winter, the state road commissioner will enact a winter
road declaration based on zones established by the state highway department (Office of the
Revisor of Statutes [ORS], 2009). Frost gauges within each zone help authorities determine
when the winter road declaration begins and ends. When the declaration is in effect, all
roads in the state are allowed a 10% increase over the normal GVW on that road (ORS,
2009). During this time, Vehicles can also apply for a permit to carry 10% more on the
Interstate System (Transportation Permit Section [TPS] 2010). However, any vehicle that
plans to carry increased weights must be registered with the state’s Department of Public
Safety-Vehicle Services section to carry that increased GVW (TPS, 2010).
Spring Season Weights
When the roads begin to thaw out in the spring, the state road commissioner will
cancel the winter road declaration based on the zones in the state (Lund, 2009). Then, the
commissioner will put seasonal load restrictions into effect for a designated period of time
depending on the weather conditions. Seasonal load restrictions limit the per axle weight
on any paved road to 10 tons and the per axle weight on any unpaved road to 5 tons
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(OFCVO, 2010). However, road authorities have the power to post limits that are lower on
paved roads and higher or lower on unpaved roads (OFCVO, 2010).
Special Permits and Laws Regarding Log Trucks in Minnesota
The “First Haul” designation allows a log truck to carry 10% more than its
registered GVW on the first load of logs that is shipped from a particular stumpage area to a
place of manufacture or processing that is within 200 miles of the stumpage area. There is
no fee associated with the first haul designation, and truck size does not change. Minnesota
statute 168.013, subdivision 3, paragraph d, clause 3 covers this regulation (ORS, 2009).
Several permits are available through the state’s DOT Office of Freight and
Commercial Vehicle Operations-Transportation Permit Section that may be applicable in
the hauling of timber (TPS, 2010).
The “Three Unit Permit” is also known as the Grand Rapids to Duluth Permit (TPS,
2010). The permit allows the use of an eight axle 108,000 lbs. tractor trailer double
combination on the following highways. The annual fee cost is $850. Twin trailer length
remains at 28’6,” and total vehicle length remains at 75’ (ORS, 2009). The vehicle is only
allowed to traverse the following routes: U.S. 2 between Grand Rapids and the Port of
Duluth; MN 194 between U.S. 2 and U.S. 53; U.S. 53 between Virginia and Port of Duluth;
U.S. 169 between Grand Rapids and U.S. 53 in Virginia (TPS, 2010). A vehicle with this
permit is not allowed a seasonal weight increase (TPS, 2010). Minnesota Statute 169.864
covers this regulation (ORS, 2009).
The “Two Unit Permit” allows the use of a 6 axle 90,000 lbs. or 7 axle 97,000 lbs.
tractor trailer combination. The annual fee cost is $850. The semi-trailer must not be
longer than 53’ and the 43’ length between the kingpin and rear axle grouping must be
maintained. The vehicle is only allowed to traverse the following routes: U.S. 2 between
Grand Rapids and the Port of Duluth; MN 194 between U.S. 2 and U.S. 53; U.S. 53
between Virginia and Port of Duluth; U.S. 169 between Grand Rapids and U.S. 53 in
Virginia (TPS, 2010). During the seasonal weight increase, the vehicle’s GVW may
increase to 99,000 lbs. Minnesota Statute 169.864 covers this regulation (ORS, 2009).
The “Ten Percent Winter Weight Increase” is a seasonal permit that allows a vehicle
weighing 88,000 lbs. to travel on the Interstate System in Minnesota. The seasonal fee cost
is $60. The permit is only needed on a vehicle for Interstate Route travel. Vehicles can
carry 10% more on all the other highways excluding the Interstates without the permit.
Minnesota Statute 169.826 covers this regulation (ORS, 2009).
The “Pole Length Pulpwood” permit allows a 6 axle 82,000 lbs. log truck. The
annual fee cost is $60. Vehicle dimensions do not change with use of the permit; however,
variable load axles are not allowed unless the operating control is mounted outside the cab.
The vehicle can travel on all state roads excluding the Interstates. Minnesota Statute
169.863 covers this regulation (ORS, 2009).
The “Forest Products” permit allows the use of a 6 axle tractor trailer combination
and truck and pup combination with a GVW of 90,000 lbs. The annual fee cost is $300.
The tractor trailer combination must consist of a 3 axle truck and a 3 axle semi trailer. The
truck and pup combination must consist of a 4 axle truck and 2 axle pup (TPS, 2009). The
vehicle can travel on all state roads excluding the interstates. During the seasonal weight
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increase, the vehicle’s GVW may increase to 99,000 lbs. Minnesota Statute 169.8261
covers this regulation (ORS, 2009).
3.2.8 Log Trucks of Wisconsin
Vehicle Size Limits in Wisconsin
Maximum vehicle dimensions for Wisconsin are found in Wisconsin Statutes
Chapter 348 (Legislative Reference Bureau [LRB], 2009). Furthermore, Wisconsin’s
Transportation Secretary may enforce additional dimensional regulations which can be
found in the Wisconsin Administrative Code and Register Chapter Trans 276 (Legislative
Reference Bureau [Code], 2009). Table 3.2.6 illustrates Wisconsin’s vehicle dimensions.
Side rear view mirrors, turn signal lamps, cab railings, splash and spray guards, and tire
bulge are not included within the width calculations. The 75’ tractor trailer combination is
only allowed on specified roads and the given lengths exclude bumpers, stake pockets, and
air deflectors (LRB, 2009).
Vehicle Width (feet)
Vehicle Overall
8’6”
Load of Logs*
9’
Additional width on each side for load
3”
securement devices and cab/door handles
Vehicle Height (feet)
Vehicle Overall
13’6”
Vehicle Length (feet)
Singe motor vehicle
40’
Two-vehicle combination (not semi)
65’
Each trailer or semi-trailer of a twin trailer
28’6”
combination (Does not include the frame
extension on a on which a fifth wheel is
mounted and the second trailer is drawn,
unless the distance is greater than 8’)
Semi-trailer of a two-vehicle combination
48’
53’ if distance from kingpin to the
center of the real axle group is 43’ or less
Semi tractor trailer combination operating
65’
on state highways that are 65’ restricted
and other local roads
Semi tractor trailer combination operating
75’
on the state highway system
Semi tractor trailer combination operating
on the Long Truck Route

*When hauling tie logs, tie slabs, and veneer logs provided that the logs to not overhang more than 6” on the
left side of the vehicle and 10” on the right side of the vehicle, the 9’ width exemption is valid on all highways
excluding the Interstate System.

Table 3.2.6: Wisconsin Vehicle Dimensions (LRB, 2009; Code, 2009)
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Table 3.2.7 (see appendix A) lists the state highways that are 65’ restricted.
Table 3.2.8 (see Appendix A). is a listing of the Designated Long Truck Routes in
Wisconsin. Vehicles constrained to these routes are allowed to travel 15 miles off the
highway to “reach fuel, food, maintenance, repair, rest, staging, terminal or vehicle
assembly facilities or points of loading or unloading” (LRB, 2009).
Vehicle Weight Limits in Wisconsin
Regular Season Weights
Wisconsin roads are divided into two main classes being: Class A and Class B.
Class A highways consist of all state highways and county trunk, town, and municipal roads
or portions of roads that have not been designated as Class B (Cambridge, 2009). Class B
highways are classified as such by the county, town, or municipal road authority that has
jurisdiction over those roads (LRB, 2009). All vehicles are required to obey any posted
bridge restrictions (Cambridge, 2009).
An 80,000 lbs. GVW is allowed on Class A highways while Class B highways only
allow weights that are 60% of Class A weights. However, if a log truck transports peeled
or unpeeled forest products cut crosswise, the per axle, tandem, and tridem weights may
exceed the normal allowances, and GVW will can increase depending on the vehicles
design (Cambridge, 2009). This exemption is not allowed on the Interstate Highways
except for the portion of I-39 between U.S. Highway 51 and the I-90/94 interchange near
Portage (LRB, 2009). Table 3.2.9 shows the axle weight limits for the aforementioned
roads.
Axle(s)
Class A
Class A*
Class B
Class B*
Steer Axle (or mfg. rated
13,000 lbs.
13,000 lbs.
7,800 lbs.
7,800 lbs.
capacity not to exceed
20,000
20,000
12,000
12,000
20,000)
Single Axle
20,000
21,500
12,000
12,900
Two axles, spaced within
34,000
37,000
20,400
22,200
8’ or less (Tandem)
Three axles, spaced
43,000
47,000
25,800
28,200
within 9’ or more
(Tridem)
*Crosswise forest products exemption

Table 3.2.9: Wisconsin Axle Weights (LRB, 2009)
Winter Season Weights
During the winter, statute 349.16 allows highway maintenance authorities to declare
a “frozen road declaration” on the highways in their jurisdictions when the roads freeze up.
The frozen road declaration allows the GVW for Class A and Class B roads to be exceeded
(LRB, 2009). The state DOT has segregated its roads into zones, and the zones will be
referenced when the frozen road declaration is put into effect and rescinded. For instance,
the GVW for a 5 axle truck hauling logs can increase by 10,000 to 90,000 lbs., and for a 6
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axle truck hauling logs, the GVW may increase by 18,000 to 98,000 lbs. (Motor Carrier
Services [MCS], 2010). Thus a six axle log truck would be able to travel on Class A and B
highways with a GVW of 98,000 lbs. (LRB, 2009). The 90,000 lbs. truck is allowed on the
portion of I-39 between U.S. Highway 51 and the I-90/94 interchange near Portage, but the
98,000 lbs. truck is not (MCS, 2010).
Spring Season Weights
When the roads begin to thaw out in the spring, the state secretary of transportation
will cancel the winter road declaration based on the zones in the state (MCS, 2010). All
special exemptions and permits pertaining to the transport of raw forest products are
revoked (MCS, 2010). These “spring thaw restrictions” limit GVW to 80,000 lbs.on Class
A roads or less if the road is posted as a Class II restriction (MCS, 2010). A Class II road
has a posted weight that is below the normal 80,000 lbs. GVW that is allowed on the state
highways (Cambridge, 2010). Class B roads would default to their 48,000 lbs. GVW
(Cambridge, 2010). In addition, county, town, and municipal road authorities may put
spring time restrictions on their roads as well.
Special Permits and Laws Regarding Log Trucks in Wisconsin
Several permits are available through the state DOT’s Department of Motor
Vehicles (DMV) that may be applicable in the hauling of logs. All vehicles must be
registered to carry the gross vehicle weights that are allowed by these permits (MCS, 2010).
The “Michigan Border Permit” is a 3-12 month permit that allows a truck with
Michigan length and weight limitations to travel on Wisconsin roadways up to 11 miles
from the Michigan-Wisconsin state line. If the truck plans to travel on any county, town, or
municipal roads, it must receive written statement from the officer(s) who is in charge of
maintenance of those roads. The changes in vehicle size and weight limitations are found
in Table 3.2.10.
Vehicle
Length (ft)
Single Vehicle
Combination Vehicle
Axle (s)
Single Axle
Tandem Axle
Any other Axle
Maximum Permit GVW

50
75
Weight (lbs.)
18,000
16,000 lbs./axle, until GVW reaches 73,280
13,000
154,000

Table 3.2.10: Michigan Permit Length and Weight Limitations (MCS, 2010)

A Michigan boarder permit vehicle carrying logs may also travel on U.S. Highway
2 through Iron County, Ashland County, and portion U.S. Highway 2 in Bayfield County
from the Ashland County line to Hart Lake Road (LRB, 2009). Table 3.2.11 shows the
permit fee schedule associated with the permit. Fees should be calculated by referencing
the effective days of the permit, not the calendar months (MCS, 2010).
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Table 3.2.11: Michigan Border Permit Fee Table (MCS, 2010)
The “Raw Forest Products, Fruits & Vegetables” permit is a 3-12 month permit that
allows a 5 axle vehicle’s GVW to increase to 90,000 lbs. The single axle weight limit is
22,500 lbs. and the tandem axle weight limit is 38,300 lbs. A permitted vehicle can travel
on all highways in the state including county, town, and municipal unless the roads are
posted or classified as Class B. A 75’ tractor trailer combination on state trunk highways is
not covered in this permit. The only place this vehicle would be able to travel on the
Interstate System is I-39 between U.S. Highway 51 and the I-90/94 interchange near
Portage. Table 3.2.12 contains the fee schedule for the permit. Fees should be calculated
by referencing the effective days of the permit, not the calendar months (MCS, 2010). This
permit will not be valid after January 1, 2011 (Cambridge, 2009).

Table 3.2.12: Raw Forest Products, Fruits, & Vegetables Fee Table (MCS, 2010)
The “Raw Forest Products” permit is a 3-12 month permit that allows a 6 or more
axle combination vehicle’s GVW to increase to 98,000 lbs. Steer axle weight limit is
13,000 lbs. or the manufactures rated capacity not to exceed 18,000 lbs. and any other axle
weight may not exceed 18,000 lbs. A 75’ tractor trailer combination on state trunk
highways is allowed using this permit. The permit does not allow vehicle operation on any
portion of the Interstate System. Table 3.2.13 contains the fee schedule for the permit.
Fees should be calculated by referencing the effective days of the permit, not the calendar
months (MCS, 2010).

Table 3.2.13: Raw Forest Products Fee Table (MCS, 2010)
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3.2.9 Log Trucks of Michigan
Size and Weight Limits in Michigan
Maximum vehicle dimensions for Michigan are found in the Michigan Vehicle
Code, Act 300 of 1949 (Legislative Council [LC], 2009). In general, Michigan is unlike its
western neighbors (Minnesota and Wisconsin) when it comes to vehicle regulations. For
instance, Michigan is an axle state therefore the vehicles are much larger, but exemptions
and permits for hauling logs are very few.
Table 3.2.14 illustrates Michigan’s vehicle dimensions. Because the ability to travel
off the designated highways is limited to make deliveries and pickups the 102” width is not
feasible for most log trucks. To add, county, town, and municipal authorities may have
shorter allowable lengths on their roads (Michigan Department of Transportation [MDOT],
2007). Lengths do not include safety and energy conservation devices (MDOT, 2007).
Vehicle Width (feet)
Vehicle Overall
Vehicle Overall (Designated Highways)
Load of Logs

8’
8’6”
9’

Vehicle Height (feet)
Vehicle Overall

13’6”

Vehicle Length (feet)
Singe motor vehicle
Two-vehicle combination
Two-vehicle combination hauling logs
Each trailer or semi-trailer of a twin trailer
combination
Length of twin trailers when combined
Semi-trailer of a two-vehicle combination
(including load)

40’
65’
70’
28’6”
58’
53’ (Designated Highways)
50’ (Nondesignated Highways)
Greater than 50’ (only allowed on designated
highways)
37-41’

Distance between kingpin and rear axle
assembly if semi-trailer is longer than 50’
Front vehicle protection
Rear Load Overhang

3’
No limit, as long as allowable length is not
exceeded

Table 3.2.14: Michigan Vehicle Dimensions (MDOT, 2007)
Vehicle Weight Limits in Michigan

Gross vehicle weight limits in Michigan are determined by the number of axles and
the spacing between the axles the vehicle has. Currently, combination vehicles in Michigan
are limited to 11 axles, and semi-trailers longer than 50’ are limited to 3 axles (MDOT,
2009). Within the current regulations, a GVW of 164,000 lbs. can be achieved with an 11
axle log truck (Benda, et al., 2003). However, operators may choose to buy trucks with less
than 11 axles and forgo the maximum achievable weights under state law.
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Regular Season Weights
Michigan weight laws are separated into two categories: vehicles with a GVW of
80,000 lbs. or less and those greater than 80,000 lbs. (MDOT, 2007). The Federal Bridge
Formula that was covered in section 3.2.5 of this report is used to determine GVW for
vehicles that will be less than or equal to 80,000 lbs. For vehicles that will have a GVW
exceeding 80,000 lbs. Michigan has its own set axle weights (MDOT, 2007). Table 3.2.15
illustrates Michigan’s axle weights.
Spacing Between Axles
9 feet or over
More than 3.5’ but less than 9’
When part of a tandem axle assembly
When less than 3.5’
Maximum load per inch of tire width

Gross Axle Loadings (lbs.)
18,000
13,000
16,000*
9,000
700

*Only one tandem axle assembly is allowed a per axle weight of 16,000 lbs. on a combination
vehicle, other tandem axle assembly’s axles in the combination are limited to 13,000 lbs.

Table 3.2.15: Michigan Axle Weights for +80,000 GVW (MDOT, 2007)

Winter Season Weights-In Michigan, there is no type of winter road declaration that
allows an increase in payload.
Spring Season Weights
During the spring, the Michigan DOT will enforce Spring Weight Restrictions on all
state highways which include the Interstates, U.S. Highways, and State Highways (MDOT,
2010). However, most of these highways are Designated Highways which are termed “All
Season Routes,” therefore, no reduction in axle weight is necessary (MDOT, 2010). For
“Seasonal Routes,” a weight reduction of 25% on rigid pavements and of 35% on flexible
pavements is observed (MDOT, 2010). Rigid pavements consist of “concrete, bituminous
concrete, brick, or other surfaces on a concrete base.” A flexible pavement consists of
“bituminous concrete, sheet asphalt, or other bituminous surfaces on a gravel or similar
type base” (MDOT, 2009). A listing of county roads that are spring restricted can be found
on the County Road Association of Michigan (CRAM) website (CRAM, 2010). Table
3.2.16 illustrates the axle reductions due to spring weight restrictions.
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Spacing Between Axles
Normal
9 feet or over
More than 3.5’ but less
than 9’
When part of a tandem
axle assembly
When less than 3.5’
Maximum load per
inch of tire width

Gross Axle Loadings (lbs.)
Rigid

Flexible

18,000
13,000

13,500
9,750

11,700
8,450

16,000*

12,000**

10,400***

9,000
700

6,750
525

5,850
450

*Only one tandem axle assembly is allowed a per axle weight of 16,000 lbs. on a combination vehicle, other
tandem axle assembly’s axles in the combination are limited to 13,000 lbs.
**Only one tandem axle assembly is allowed a per axle weight of 12,000 lbs. on a combination vehicle, other
tandem axle assembly’s axles in the combination are limited to 9,750 lbs.
***Only one tandem axle assembly is allowed a per axle weight of 10,400 lbs. on a combination vehicle,
other tandem axle assembly’s axles in the combination are limited to 8,450 lbs.

Table 3.2.16: Michigan Spring Restriction Axle Weights for +80,000 GVW (MDOT, 2007)

Special Permits and Laws Regarding Log Trucks
The only logging related permit that Michigan gives out pertains to Wisconsin log
truck operators. An operator of a vehicle that fits the “Raw Forest Products, Fruits, and
Vegetables” permit referenced in section 3.10 may apply for Michigan Raw Forest Permit
through the Michigan DOT which would allow his/her vehicle to travel on Michigan roads
(MSC, 2010). This permit allows the vehicle to operate on all Michigan state highways
with Wisconsin axle and weight configurations (MSC, 2010; Transportation Permits Unit
[TPU], 2004). One must call the Lansing DOT office to retrieve the initial cost, but the
annual renewal fee cost is $100. (TPU, 2004).
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4. Optimizing Log Truck Operations
Before the optimization can be conducted, the physical and regulatory variables must
be considered. These processes include: weather, truck size and weight rules, quarantines,
mill hours and communication protocols.
4.1 Literature Review of Log Truck Optimization
Finding optimal routes from harvesting points to saw and pulp mills is a complex task,
as the total number of feasible routes is high with multiple variables impacting route
selection. The situation is not unique and has been studied in countries with extensive forest
industries such as: Canada, China, Chile, Sweden, Austria, New Zealand and Finland.
The concept of optimizing log truck delivery has been studied by academics in
forestry and decision sciences since the 1980s. Networking programming was modeled on
the Chinese forestry industry (Shen, 1988). A computerized system, ASICAM, based on a
simulation process with heuristic rules was developed in Chile to support daily log truck
scheduling decisions. It runs on a personal computer and was implemented by eight of the
largest forest firms in Chile. The study indicated that simulated optimization could reduce
costs and improve overall operation and work efficiency (Weintraub, 1996).
A model that was developed for use in Austria, utilized the Unified Tabu Search
method and took into account the variables of weight constraints on the road network, multidepots, and time windows at the industrial sites and homes of the truck drivers (Gronalt and
Hirsch, 2005).
In Sweden forestry case studies were applied to log truck routing that applied a
composite pricing algorithm, for solving the LP relaxed model. The researchers then used a
branch and price approach to obtain integer solutions that were applied to composite pricing,
to generate new columns (Palmgren et al., 2003). The decision support system called
RuttOpt, developed for scheduling logging trucks in the Swedish forest industry was applied
to large case studies and findings indicate that the potential savings are in the 5-30% range.
The study used several modules including the Swedish road data base (Andersson, et al.,
2007).
In Quebec, Canada, transportation can represent more than 30% of the cost of
supplying wood fiber to mills. A hybrid approach was developed to solve the log-truck
scheduling problem (LTSP). The model combines routing and scheduling of forest vehicles
and includes aspects such as multiple products and inventory management (El Hachemi, et
al., 2008 and 2009).
In the United States, a simulation model comparing informed dispatch with other
alternatives moved the greatest amount of wood, about 12 percent more than random
assignment. This result confirmed the value of logger status information in maximizing the
volume of wood moved (McDonald, 2001). Researchers at Auburn University working with
the USDA Forest Service, Forest Operations Research Unit, International Paper & WSR
analyzed the movements of 12-16 trucks with 3-5 crews transporting logs to 9 mills. The
team used six days of GPS data that captured 257 loads moving 18,350 kilometers with no
central dispatching. When a computer-generated dispatch optimization model with
constraints was applied, the optimal distance computed by the researchers was 16,888
kilometers. The researchers felt that the computer generated dispatch optimization
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improvements with 8% fewer kilometers seemed significant, resulting in routes that are
likely different from what a human operator might assign. The simulation results were not
verified with field tests but appeared feasible to the research team (McDonald, et al., 2010).
In 2007 Richard Davis filed U.S. Patent Application 20080097812, “Method and load input
device for optimizing log truck productivity.” This device appears to connect independent
log truck drivers though a central dispatcher to log sites. A similar system is used in New
Zealand. Finland has also worked on optimizing the system, but instead of a central dispatch,
loggers and truckers are responsible for making the decision, based on the order information
from mills and on the locations of available logs that are provided to them in a real-time data
base. In Finland, a real time database is a basic requirement for all log trucks and logging
equipment in the system. (The research team preformed a limited investigation into the
Finland system which is described in more detail in Appendix E.)
4.2 Factors Impacting Log Truck Optimization: Section 3 of this report outlined the
overall supply chain for log operations and highlighted current operations. This section
explores in more detail some of the factors presented in section 3 and highlights new ones
discovered during the virtual optimization.
4.2.1 The Region
Map 4.2.1 represents the geographic region where members of the Lake States
Shippers Association (LSSA) operate with location of primary forest products mills. There
are significant topographic differences between the flatter gentle grades of Wisconsin and the
rocky and hillier terrain in Northern Michigan and Minnesota. Weather is often influenced
by the Great Lakes water bodies and patterns can vary significantly based on time of year and
the Great Lakes temperatures.
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4.2.2 Truck Size and Weight Legislation
During the period from December 1 to May 1 of every year, state highways in this
region must withstand an extreme range of moisture and temperature conditions that range
between -30 degrees Fahrenheit and +70 degrees Fahrenheit. These varying conditions affect
the structural strength of the pavements and the base materials under the roadway.
These three programs include:
1. Frozen Road Declaration is normally in effect from mid-December to late February
or early March). This program allows trucks hauling forest products to increase axel
weight during the winter season when the ground is frozen. As noted in Map 4.2.2,
this seasonal variation can have impact on optimization for loads traveling a longer
distance.
2. Class II Road Restrictions last from early March until the first or second week in
May. Roadway weight restrictions go into effect during the spring freeze and thaw
period, typically from early March until the second week in May. (The 36 year
average beginning date for this period is March 10 and the average ending date is
May 10.) During this time pavements and base materials are at their weakest due to
the freeze and thaw cycle, all overweight permitted vehicles exceeding legal axle
weights or 80,000 pounds are suspended from certain highway sections.
Class II roads include all state highways that are judged to have unstable
condition of the roadway subgrade during the period when frost is leaving the ground
such that the travel of vehicles with overweight permits would cause undue damage
to the roadway. There are approximately 2,253 kilometers (94 segments) of
bituminous highways on the Class II list during the spring freeze and thaw period
which account for 12 percent of the state highways.
In accordance with Wisconsin Statutes sections 348.26 and 348.27, the
department may restrict travel of vehicles with overweight permits on certain (Class
II) roads due to the unstable condition of the roadway subgrade during the period
when frost is leaving the ground.
3. The Spring Posted Roads Program normally spans from the second week in
March until late April or early May. Some roadway sections are too weak to
withstand even the legal load limit (80,000 pounds) during the spring freeze and
thaw period. These highway sections have signs posted indicating the allowable
weight limits during the period normally from the second week in March till late
April or early May. There are approximately 274 KM (13 segments) of state
highways that are posted during the springtime freezing and thawing period. The 13
segments account for less than 2 percent of all state highways.
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Map 4.2.2: Wisconsin Season Load Boundaries
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For information on particular roadway postings, truckers are urged to contact the
Wisconsin Department of Transportation (WisDOT) personnel who represent the county
where the roadway is located as identified on the map and roadway list below.
All three of these programs apply only to the state highway system. Local county or
township road maintenance authorities are responsible for determining when their roads are
either frozen or thawing and whether sections should be posted for weight limitations.
Questions related to weight restrictions on local or county roads should be referred to the
maintaining authority for those roads. Regional transportation offices can be contacted to
answer specific questions related to the state highway system in their region.
Truck size and weight regulations differ between the states. Due to these differences,
trucking companies within each state tend to have unique configurations for optimizing truck
transportation. Table 4.2.1 summarizes these differences (Wisconsin Truck Size and Weight
Study, 2009). Due to trucking configurations it is not always economical for trucks to cross
state lines. The differences in truck size and weight policy have significant impact on the
optimization of log shipments between the three states.
The states have variations in allowable truck axle configurations so transportation
companies must be mindful not only of the weight differences, but the weight differences
which vary by time of year. This adds further complexity to the optimization operation.

Table 4.2.1 Study Region Truck Size and Weight Restrictions
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4.2.3 Quarantines
There are a number of quarantines which impact the transportation of wood due to
disease and infestation issues. These quarantines include: Oakwilt, Pine Shoot Beetle, Gypsy
Moth, and the Emerald Ash Borer (EAB) to name a few. The EAB quarantine has the
biggest impact on the forest products producers in the target optimization region. Mills
located outside of a quarantine area can only receive ash logs from within a quarantine area
between October 1 and March 31. Truckers and transporters who move ash logs out of a
quarantine area must sign a compliance agreement stating that they will only move wood to
mills or processors that have an approved compliance agreement and that they will deliver
the wood within the allowable delivery period. Fines for moving wood outside of the
designated time period or to mills or processors who are not part of the compliance
agreement can be expensive.
4.2.4 Scale Hours
The last and final consideration for a trucking operator is to make it to the scale
before it closes. Many mills adjust their gate hours to reflect the inventory of wood that they
have on site and their forecast orders for processing. If their inventory exceeds their orders
for processed wood, the scale house may close early. Most trucking operations make daily
deliveries to mills. Mills may post hours of operation and exceptions for daily drivers.
When sources of timber and fiber change, and when new drivers are introduced to new mills,
communication of changes to hours of operation may be difficult.
4.2.5 Communication
While cell phones and satellite communication have been adopted nationwide by the
transportation industry, rural areas with sparse population have been the last to enjoy cellular
technology. Truckers in the region report that cell phones and other forms of satellite
communication result in spotty transmission. Many times messages are delayed up to twenty
minutes; these delays can reduce a driver’s productivity if important dispatching information
is unavailable on a timely basis. For purposes of the optimization, it was recognized that real
time communication may be difficult in hilly areas.
During the study it became evident that many drivers, loggers and mill operators have
been working in the same region for many years and in some cases for generations. Strong
relationships have been formed between loggers and truckers over the years and teams of
foresters (land owners), truckers, loggers and mill operators have worked closely to bring
wood from the forest to the mill. In spite of bad weather, road restrictions and other
environmental barriers, the team is successful in getting the job done. As a result of these
close relationships a bond of trust has been formed and how the introduction of new
operators and new processes will impact their productivity is uncertain. It is this uncertainty
that creates one of the biggest barriers to the introduction of a successful, optimized approach.
For purposes of the optimization project, the challenges caused by quarantines,
permits, scale house hours, weather restrictions on truck size and weight, and
communications all have to be considered prior to the development of a pooled dispatching
operation.
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4.3 The Optimization Setup Process
The Lake States Shippers Association (LSSA) engaged in a screening process to
select a private firm to assist them with a multiple company optimization GENCO was the
company selected. GENCO is the second largest third party logistics provider in the United
States and provides third party logistics for manufacturers, retailers and U.S. government
agencies. The company has off-the-shelf and proprietary optimization models that it uses for
over-the-road freight and elements of these systems were adapted for the log-truck
optimization process. However, it quickly became evident that the models would need to be
modified as fundamental data entry points, such as the geographic location, were unique.
GENCO staff worked closely with LSSA members and the research team to analyze the log
truck supply chain and adopt appropriate optimization criteria and models.
4.3.1 Data Collection
Four timber companies provided membership payment to participate in the initial
pilot study along with actual 2007 operational data. GENCO provided an initial template for
the data required for the optimization. Once the data was received, it was scrubbed to
eliminate incomplete records and was formatted uniformly with latitude and longitude labels
(see Table 4.3.1). The data template was modified to reflect the actual data available for the
optimization.
The land owners did not have all the fields of data requested by GENCO. Some data
would need to be provided by trucking companies and some data, such as field addresses,
was not available due to the rural nature of the project. Some logging sites had no physical
address which was necessary to communicate to the pool of pilot drivers. Actual species
information was not included in the data provided to GENCO. To help calculate truckload
quantities and truck gross vehicle weights, average wood weight estimations were utilized.
Data Request
Shipment Data
Yard Name
Location State
Location County
Location Town
Location Lat Long/Zipcodes
Destination Name
Destination City
Typical Truck Route
Total Truck Miles
Typical Rail Route
Total Rail Miles
Typical Transit Days
Ship Date
Quantity/cords/weight
Wood Type
Truck Type
Rail Type
Trucking Company
Rail Company
Truck Scale
Rail Service Type
Rail Load Type
Primary Truckers
Flatbed Trailers
Trip Cost

Location Information
Trucking Data
Yard Name
Carrier Name
Manager Name
Pieces of Equipment
Office Location
Equipment Capacity by Wood Type(Cord/weight)
Office Phone #
Fueling information
Survey Responder Name
Profile:
Owner
Self Loaders(Y/N)
Size Acreage
Age of Trailer
Expansion Possible (Y/N)
Weight of Truck
Storage Period Days
Make & Model of trucks
Office Site
Fuel Consumption of truck
Manned
Idle time
Other Uses
Driver Domicile/Start Point
Approx Geo Area
Location Road Name
Location Road Type
Location Road Type Restrict
Location(Operations time)
Scheduling ( Loading & unloading time)
How are carries paid

Table 4.3.1: GENCO Initial Data Template
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Other Information
DoT Laws on truck capacity
Loading & Unloading times
Rail shuttle hubs
Financial flow
Frost Law activation

4.3.2 Trucker Interviews
Log truckers were interviewed to identify typical work protocols and information
needs; four truckers were interviewed in Wisconsin and four were interviewed in Michigan.
The interviews were scheduled during one week in October 2008. A representation of
truckers, logger-truckers and industry association representatives were selected.














The following findings were documented:
Weather is a key determinant of the daily operation. If roads are muddy or if the
roadway is too soft, cutting and stacking operations are modified to cope with
conditions.
In some cutting areas there are two grades of roads and during poor weather
conditions sometimes only one road is accessible. When roads are impassable wood
is sometimes stacked at the roadside for truckers to pick up.
If a truck gets stuck the logger is often the only source of assistance in remote areas.
Truckers and loggers work as a team; the final load and site clean-up is often best
handled by the core team of loggers and truckers. When multiple truckers haul from
a single site there is often lack of accountability for the last load and site cleanup.
Truckers take pride in their work and feel that they are good businessmen and are
reluctant to change current practices.
In general, due to poor business conditions and increased environmental regulations,
most truckers have skipped at least one equipment replacement cycle.
Truckers and loggers have strong relationships with each other. Working together as
a team is essential to success.
Logs are piled at the site and are often separated by size of log, species, grade of
wood and are labeled to show the mill that they are destined for.
There is a recognition that business practices will have to change based on external
environmental changes outside of the trucker’s control, such as hours of service, the
price of fuel, and engine emission legislation.
The truckers seemed open to new solutions but in general were concerned that any
change in the business protocol would result in reduced revenues for them.
Truckers generally liked taking wood to rail log landings but found that rail car
placement was highly variable. Car placement was often not in an area easy to load
or unload.
Communication issues (real time transmission delays) were cited based on terrain and
lack of cell phone coverage.
Truckers tend to work in areas with which they are familiar.

4.3.3 Data Sets
Four companies provided one full year of 2007 data for the optimization. There were
111,470 total shipments which amounted to 2,435,516 net tons and accounted for a total of
15,404,575 km. The average kilometer per shipment was 138.24 with an average load of
21.8 net tons.
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Many loads had no address. The data needed to be organized by sections defined by
latitude and longitude. Then each section of approximately 600 acres was assigned to
publically available roads.
All the data points of timber harvesting sites were plotted and super concentrations
were highlighted in yellow (see Map 4.3.1).

Map 4.3.1: 2007 Log site Origins, Super Centers are identified in yellow
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Destinations were also plotted. The top destinations are noted in yellow (see Map 4.3.2).

Map 4.3.2: Destinations for harvested wood. Top 10 destination points are
highlighted in yellow
Shipments were then sorted by length of haul and it was recognized that more than
64% of the shipments traveled less than 160.9 km (see Table 4.3.1).
Shipments by Mileage Break
25,000

Shipments

20,000
15,000
10,000
5,000
<25

26-50

51-75

76-100

101-125

Mileage Break

Table 4.3.2: Mileage distribution of original data
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126-150

151-200

>200

4.4 Optimization Analysis
A grid system was developed to further define and segment the origin and destination
pairs. The grid methodology mapped 99.9% of the total tons of wood to be optimized (see
Map 4.4.1).

Map 4.4.1: A Grid System was developed to aid route visualization
The loads were then plotted to show the primary lanes for the pooled freight existed
origin and destination zones were established using the grid system (See Table 4.4.1).
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Destination Zone
Origin
Zone

A

B

A

26,590

6,368

B

16,706

29,817

C

15,442

D

459

E

C

D

16,198

72,363

G

25,475
152,246

16,648

23,884

244,969

22,546

199

40,043

732,116

26,950

284

205,867

9,268

96

H
Total Into
Zone
% of Total
Into Zone

F

95,227

F
G

E

Total From
Zone

H

% of Total
From Zone

121,519

5%

167,226

7%

15

184,351

8%

4,695

106,142

402,696

17%

5,573

204,467

1,009,347

41%

304

215,723

9%

633

2,007

3,247

141,124

147,107

6%

990

10,245

3,565

171,707

186,507

8%

58,738

36,644

218,099

471,157

972,781

36,218

17,079

623,759

2%

2%

9%

19%

40%

1%

1%

26%

Table 4.4.1: A numerical summary of the pooled freight identified primary lanes
A continuous moves tool was introduced to further optimize the freight movement.
The continuous moves tool minimizes both cost and empty miles so that customers can
reduce transportation costs along with empty miles. In order for loads to be considered for a
continuous move solution, a 20% decrease in total miles must be achieved. Match priority
goes to the highest volume lanes and short haul movements of less than 40.2 km are ignored.
Many of these short moves in the study region go to rail sidings or staging areas (log yards).
The data from the basic analysis was presented to the LSSA for discussion and proof
of concept. Seven members agreed to provide May through June 2009 forecast data to see if
seasonal variation would impact the solution set. Map 4.4.2 shows the individual movements
for the forecast period.
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Map 4.4.2: May - June 2009 Forecast movements: 5 shippers with a total of 288,798 tons
A series of continuous moves were plotted and two examples of the trip solutions
were illustrated. The trip in Figure 4.4.1 illustrates that by combining volume from multiple
companies empty miles can be reduced. With an empty mileage reduction the driver has
time to pick up one extra load per day. This increases the driver revenue and reducing empty
mileage or “deadhead” operating costs. This route optimization involved only Wisconsin
roads.
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2 Leg Continuous Moves: Example Route 1
Trip

Start Route: A

Loaded
Miles

Empty
Miles

A to B

58

14

C to D

31

25

Totals

89

39

Total Baseline Miles

179

Total New Miles

129

•28% Total Mile Reduction
•69% Loaded Miles vs. 50% Baseline Assumption
•56 Continuous Moves = 112 Truckloads
•With two trips at 258 miles versus 358, a carrier could run this move two times
per day = 4 loads moved per day

Figure 4.4.1: Continuous Move Example Route 1
Several continuous moves were demonstrated with the data. The continuous move
model was run for a four week virtual period of time to demonstrate the theoretical
optimization of the freight movement (see Table 4.4.2).
The results of the four week virtual optimization illustrated that 8% of the total
weight could be matched. While this number was somewhat lower than the aggregate match
that could be achieved on an annual basis, the matching process reflected the current logging
sale and cutting practices. Most wood is sold on a quarterly basis. Depending on weather
factors, wood moves continuously during the entire quarter with the largest volumes moving
at the end of the quarter. As orders come in and as logging progresses, wood moves based on
the forester’s direction at the site of cutting. This graph illustrates that there is opportunity to
improve load matching, if logging and sales forecasts could be more closely coordinated.
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Company

Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4

Total
Tons

Total
% of
Tons
Weight
Matched Matched

Company 1 3,375

24,114

26,638

24,976

79,103

6,190

8%

Company 2 7,563

6,422

9,925

5,048

28,958

1,805

6%

Company 3 6,415

7,430

7,480

7,337

28,662

1,616

6%

Company 4 4,125

4,425

2,965

2,965

14,480

1,879

13%

Company 5 1,070
1,436
1,028
1,700
5,234
Company 6 200
410
200
810
Company 7 25
25
Total
22,773 44,237 48,236 42,026 157,272
Table 4.4.2 Summary of 4 week Virtual Optimization

424

8%
- 0%
- 0%
11,914 8%

Modeling the optimization of transportation across seven companies during a four
week period provided a larger pool of wood and denser lane network for matching. It is
assumed that over time the process of matching would be improved based upon the dynamic
process.
Over the total virtual pilot period 157,272 tons were moved between 458 job sites.
Approximately 21% of the job sites could produce matching loads. Of 4,790 loads only
7.6% were matched during the virtual pilot, but those matches reduced total mileage by
30,761 km (see Table 4.4.3).
Virtual Pilot Results
Total Tons
Total Job Sites
Matched Job Sites
Total Loads
Matched Loads
Tons Matched
% Matched
Decrease in Miles Matched Loads
Matched Load Ratio
UnMatched Loads from Matched Sites
% Loads Left from Matched Sites
Decrease in Miles, Matched Sites
Total Loaded Miles
Miles Saved
Baseline % Loaded Miles
New % Loaded Miles

157,272
458
98
4,790
348
12,014
7.6%
28%
70%
157
3%
20%
345,149
19,114
50.0%
51.4%

Table 4.4.3: Virtual Pilot Results
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Upon further analysis the load matching was distributed across the entire population
of virtual pilot participants, which shows that the size of the company in terms of tonnage
provided did not necessarily determine the amount of match savings (see Table 4.4.4). In
fact the distribution illustrates that the more participants in the virtual pool the better the
possible continuous move solutions can be. This distribution also demonstrates that while
some companies benefit more than others, the opportunity to identify additional partners to
“fill in the gaps” can be a strategy that will benefit the entire group.
Shipper

Company 1

Company 1
Company 2

3%

Company 3

16%

Company 4

9%

Company 5

10%

Company 2

Company 3

Company 4

Company 5

3%

16%

9%

10%

6%

6%

17%

14%

14%

2%

23%

23%

Table 4.4.4: Virtual Pilot Solution by Participant-Percent of Tonnage Match by Partners
4.5 Pilot Program Study
The Lake States Shippers Association was pleased with the theoretical solutions
provided by the 3PL logistics firm optimization analysis. However, many questions remain
about the ability of the actual physical pilot to actually produce the modeled results. There
are three primary concerns:
 The willingness of the truckers to participate in a model which may result in less
money per loaded mile, but in more loaded miles per day.
 The ability to dispatch truckers to log sites unknown to them, without a physical
address.
 The ability to maintain control at the logging site and to indentify which loads should
go to which truck.
A pilot program was planned for the spring of 2009 and rescheduled for the fall of
2009. However, the recession has adversely impacted privates sector funding for the pilot
program. A physical demonstration is being scheduled for the second quarter of 2010 where
3-5 trucks will operate based on a pooled dispatch model. For this test period, loads will be
staged by piling wood at the road side of public access points so directions and locations can
more easily be communicated. The delays in starting up the actual pilot program resulted in
the research team not having actual truck operation data to run the air emission models prior
to the conclusion of the study in 2010. It was decided to use the results of the virtual
optimization in computing the emission impact of log truck optimization.
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5. Truck to Rail Delivery Modal Shift Analysis
5.1 Introduction to “Modeling the Multi-Modal Transport of Logs and the Effects of
Changing Fuel Prices” Report
As part of the study, a Master’s of Science thesis “Modeling the Multi-Modal
Transport of Logs and the Effects of Changing Fuel Prices” was developed by Justin Hicks
to evaluate the modal choices between truck and rail transportation and to perform fuel
sensitivity analysis between the two modes. The following sections summarize the key
outcomes of this thesis. The complete report can be obtained from Michigan Technological
University (Hicks, 2009).
The objective of this research project was to provide an analytical approach to
identify opportunities for a more efficient transportation system that would provide priceoptimized mode choice between truck and rail transportation for each shipment of logs. This
study evaluated the question by building a model that found the optimal route, including
mode choice, based on actual rates for truck and rail transportation. Using the origins and
destinations of the trips, each optimal route and mode choice was determined to provide a
theoretical best case mode choice for each trip based on current transportation rates.
Comparing the actual data against the theoretical best case provided a benchmark of how
close to optimal the transportation system operates, on a purely rate basis. Using the same
theoretical calculations, fuel price was also varied for the modes yielding trends in modal
choice with changing fuel price. In general, the study attempted to answer two research
questions:
From a financial standpoint, is rail being used to its optimal extent?


The log shipments obtained from the forestry companies for the project were all
transported by truck. Using a model based on current rates and costs, was trucking
the optimal mode choice for each trip, and what percentage of trips could have
travelled by rail for less cost?

From a theoretical point of view, how does a change in fuel cost affect the optimal mode
choice for each trip in the dataset? How would changing fuel prices affect mode choice?


Using the model for finding optimal routes, the fuel cost was varied. Each run of the
model used different fuel costs and the resulting optimal mode choices were recorded.
From this, trends were established between modal split and fuel price.

It should be noted that there were several limitations in the study. Without these
limitations, analytical approach would have been difficult to perform. Some of the key
limitations included:


For the rail network, all railroads in the study were included but only two railroads,
CN and E&LS, provided data on public rail log sidings and rates. The rate structure
of E&LS proved too complicated to model, therefore the only railroad in this model is
CN.
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The optimization of the trips was done on a purely financial basis using transportation
rates. Service and reliability, which affect mode choice in the real world, were not
included in the optimization.
The rates used were approximations. Trucking rates are negotiated on a trip by trip
basis, which could not be considered in this study due to large number of trips being
optimized. Instead, tariff rates were used in the model. The rail rate used in this
study is a public tariff rate, which does not take into account any discounts related to
volume or other case-by-case considerations.
Only the current (October 2009) rates for trucking and rail could be found, which
makes the rates on average two years more recent than the trucking data. This
reduced the accuracy to which rates match the rates at the time the decisions were
made.
In addition to price reduction, other potential benefits from shifting from truck to rail
are ignored. These might include environmental benefits of using less fuel and
producing fewer emissions per ton-mile for goods transported, as well as the social
benefits of reducing traffic accidents and maintenance costs on the road network.

5.2 Literature Review
The majority of past research on modal choices has been related to truck route
optimization, intermodal freight transportation, intermodal freight modeling, and
comparisons of rail and trucks for log transportation. Transportation of logs has often been
viewed as a truck optimization problem and several studies have demonstrated the benefits of
collaborative truck dispatching (Carlsson and Ronnqvist 2007) and how even small
reductions in transportation costs can be crucially important to the industry (Mendell, Harbor
et al., 2006).
Rail has not been researched as extensively for log transportation which can partially
be explained through its limited use for movements. In the U.S., the current modal split for
logs is hard to deduce, but an estimate for Sweden places their modal split at 70% truck, 20%
rail and 10% marine (Tromborg, Sjolie et al., 2009).
General road-truck modal comparisons yield an extensive area of research, mostly
made up of research into intermodal freight transportation. In a comprehensive literature
review, Botekoning, Macharis and Trip published the various definitions many authors used
for defining intermodal freight transportation (Botekoning, Macharis et al., 2004). While
intermodal transportation uses the same modes as multi-modal log transportation, it often
balances the high value of goods with demand for timely deliveries. This difference in
priorities makes the two freight transport systems quite different, as intermodal optimizations
often have to balance competing goals of cost and transit time, while multimodal log
transportation tends to focus primarily on cost minimization.
On the modeling side, generic multimodal freight models exist and are commonly
used for examining flows of non-specific goods over large areas. The Oak Ridge National
Labs (ORNL) presented a model that was used for routing a sample of over five million trips
from the U.S. Commodity Flow Survey (Southworth and Peterson, 2000). Their paper
outlined the networks used for highway, rail and waterway routing, as well as the algorithm
used to choose routing. Instead of using multi-objective optimization, this work assigned a
resistance value based on cost and time to each mode. This was multiplied by each link to
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get the link resistances and a shortest path algorithm was used to find the optimal route by
least resistance. Research in modeling multimodal routing on log transportation has been
very limited. In a paper published from University of Alberta, the authors modeled the
supply chain of two hypothetical biomass power plants in Alberta, Canada (Mahmudi and
Flynn, 2006). In the Texas DOT study a similar optimization was attempted for logs (Mathur
and Warner, 1997). While both studies struggled to provide conclusive answers on modal
choices, they both offered a heuristic rule of 100 miles as the transition point between rail
and trucking.
Outside of modeling, several studies have also been done to find the modal split, as
well as the associated environmental effects. It is generally accepted that rail has greater fuel
efficiency than trucks (Association of American Railroads, 2009) and several studies have
been conducted in Europe to compare various aspects between different modes, such as fuel
cost scenarios, and their outcomes to the forest industry (Tromborg, Sjolie et al., 2009)
(Hognas, 2001). However, there are an extensive number of variables that must be
considered when comparing modes and their optimized use, such as distances from
harvesting sites to rail loading sites and availability of rail service at final destination. To date,
no general superiority has been demonstrated on one mode over another and each situation
has to be studied with consideration to local conditions.
5.3 Data Preparation
The research used the same data set of 2007 log truck movement data that was
provided to the 3PL company by LSSA as part of the truck optimization study. As
mentioned in the previous sections, there were over 162,000 records in the truck shipment
data, but before it could be used several inconsistencies had to be addressed to modify the
existing dataset into a format that was unified and suitable for modeling effort.
One of the most complicated tasks was conversion of origin and destination data to
one unified format. About half of the shipments were defined using the Geographic
Coordinate system of longitudes and latitudes and the other half came with locations defined
by the Public Land Survey System (PLSS). Since the modeling tool developed for the
project relied heavily in Geographic Information System (GIS), it was necessary that all
location data would be inserted in longitudes and latitudes. Instead of longitudes and latitudes,
PLSS system divides land up into six mile by six mile blocks, designated as townships.
These townships are further divided into 36 squares (Figure 5.3.1), which are each one
square mile and the sections can be subdivided to even smaller sections (that level of division
was not present in the truck shipments data).
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Figure 5.3.1: PLSS Naming System (National Atlas of the United States 2009)
Unlike the western states, there are no public conversion tools to convert PLSS into
geographic coordinates in mid-western States. In addition, adjusting the grid system of
townships to correct errors in the original PLSS surveys make conversion in the study area
complicated. To make accurate conversions, separate lookup tables were developed for each
state in the study area to convert PLSS coordinates to geographic coordinates within one
square mile accuracy (this was the accuracy of truck shipment data). As a result, each PLSS
section got its own latitude and longitude coordinates that represented the centroid of the
section (see Table 5.3.1). The detailed lookup table development process and necessary
adjustments made for each state can be found in the report by Hicks.

Table 5.3.1: Wisconsin PLSS to Geographic Coordinate lookup table
The second part of the data preparation was converting the truck shipment data to a
common format. Three aspects had to be addressed in the data preparation of the trucking
data:
 Conversion from the PLSS coordinates into Geographic Coordinates (as discussed in
the previous section)
 Unifying the two quantity units used (tons and cords)
 Removal of potential double counting of loads
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The columns used for the common dataset after data preparation is described in Table 5.3.2.

Table 5.3.2: Common format for Truck Shipments Dataset
After all corrections were made during data preparation, the dataset for modeling was
reduced to 100,473 records (38% less records then the original dataset) that totaled
approximately 3.17 million tons, or 1.35 million cords, of logs. There were several reasons
to disregard certain data from the final dataset, such as transportation beyond the study area,
double counting of records (same logs were counted by the land owner and mill) and
consolidation of truck shipments that had multiple records.
5.4 Development of Transportation Network for the Modeling
The optimization of log truck movements required building a GIS model of the
transportation network, comprised of two sub networks (rail lines and roads) which are
connected at rail sidings. MapPoint 2009®, produced by Microsoft (Microsoft, 2009) was
utilized to provide the optimal route over the road network given two coordinate pairs, based
on the shortest distance as defined by travel time. Due to limitations, such as the inability to
change the network, in the commercially available products for rail network, it was decided
to build a rail network specifically for this project. This consisted of locating and
categorizing the log rail sidings, as well as the construction of the rail network.
It was quickly recognized that only two railroads, CN and Escanaba & Lake Superior
Railroad (E&LS) handled most of the logs in this portion of the study area and these
companies were contacted to provide data on stations where they handled log products. The
station list obtained from the companies, interviews with rail shippers and several technology
tools, such as Bing Maps and aerial photos, were used to develop a final list of sidings for log
loading and unloading in the area. This list identified:




Type / ownership of siding (team track, private siding, mill)
Geographic coordinates for the siding
Operating railroad
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In the end, 98 freight stations were located within CN and E&LS rail networks that
handle logs. Located at these freight stations were 117 rail log sidings, including 63 team
tracks, 16 private yards, and 38 mills.
There are several sources of railway track networks available free of charge. The
CTA Railroad Network from Oak Ridge National Labs was utilized for the track network
(Oak Ridge National Labs, 2009), as it included recent updates of abandoned track. It also
allowed removing those sections from the active network that were currently out of service.
To complete the network, the link-node diagram created from CTA Network and station
locations was converted into distance-adjacency matrix (see Figure 5.4.1) that could be used
by the model’s shortest-path algorithm to find the shortest route over the rail network.

Figure 5.4.1: Conversion from link node diagram to distance - adjacency matrix
The information from the matrix and about stations was also imported into GIS with
the CTA rail network, making a map of the two railroads and their respective rail log sidings
(Map 5.4.1) and was further utilized by the modeling software to compare the truck routes
with available rail routes. The model uses distance-adjacency matrix to:
 Find the distance between any two freight stations
 Determine whether a rail log siding can be used to transload logs from truck to train
 Determine whether the destination mill has rail access (only six percent of all
destinations in the dataset didn’t have rail access).
More detailed description of the methodology used to make the final routing options
by rail is provided in the report by Hicks.
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5.5 Rail and Truck Transportation Rates
To optimize log transportation based on price, it was necessary to obtain rate data for
truck and rail modes in a format that included base rate plus a per mile rate. The modeling
effort made it necessary to make certain simplifications to the real life scenarios, such as the
assumption that all log shipments that use rail are hot loaded, meaning that they transfer
directly from truck to rail car.
The model used tariff rates for both trucks and rail and incorporated the effects of
potential fuel surcharges into the overall rates. While this may lead into slightly escalated
rates, as compared to the contract rates used in reality, it was not expected to make
significant difference to the results. The truck rates were obtained separately from trucking
companies in Wisconsin / Minnesota and in Michigan, as different weight restrictions lead to
different average tariff rates. Overall, it was recognized that there was very little variation
between truck rates from different companies and they followed almost linear function, based
on distance.
Rail tariff rates on CN were constructed with one origin-destination pair taken from
the CN website at a common time. It was recognized that for movements involving two or
more railroads, rate structures got more complicated. Since the only movements using more
than one railroad were a small portion of the overall volumes, and discussions with E&LS
revealed that modeling of “combined rates” could not be done mathematically, it was decided
that the research would only concentrate on movements within CN network.
As an outcome of the rate investigations, the average rates were constructed for the
optimization model. All of these rates were public tariff rates, which were expected to be
somewhat higher than the actual contract rates mainly used in the area. It was also
recognized that every movement of logs from the woods to the mill that uses rail includes a
truck trip that adds to the overall transportation rate. Figure 5.5.1 presents the trucking and
rail rates, but also includes a line that shows the total rate for a sample bi-modal movement
(movements that use both truck and rail). The sample bi-modal movement includes a
trucking distance of 20 miles for the trip. This rate better illustrates the break points between
rail and truck transportation, as long as the sample assumptions of truck distance and fuel
price are valid.
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Figure 5.5.1: Tariff Rates vs. Trip Distance
5.6 The Optimization Model
The optimization model to investigate opportunities for modal shift was developed in
Visual Basic Net 2008®. The optimizing entailed finding the route and associated modes
that yielded the lowest total transportation rate between an origin and destination for each
100,000 individual trips in the database. The model is capable in doing the optimization with
various fuel prices, thus making it possible to perform sensitivity analysis using fuel price as
a variable.
The optimization logic ran once for every trip, computing the optimal modes and
route for each record through several steps. The steps included:
 Computing the price for the Single Mode (Truck Only) trip
 Checking whether destination has a rail access (if not, trip will move by truck)
 Calculating CN rail rate for all route alternatives
 Identifying the largest truck for the trucking portion of rail-truck trip and calculating
the truck rate for this portion of the trip
 Developing a compound rate by combining the truck and rail rates
 Comparing the lowest bi-modal rate against the single mode truck rate and selecting
whether trip should be bi-modal or truck only
The output of the model can be imported to an Excel template to summarize the
results (see Table 5.6.1). The results table presents several parameters, such as total
transportation costs before and after optimization, division of costs and miles between rail
and truck and average transportation costs / ton for each alternative. It also provides savings
percentage due to optimization.
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Optimization Results ‐ Fuel Price $2.67 (October 2009)
Mode

Ton‐Miles

Single Mode: Truck

282,887,505.33

Single Mode: Truck
Bi‐Modal: Rail
Bi‐Modal: Truck
Total Cost

210,324,463.21
59,273,438.36
13,289,603.76

Optimized Truck Totals

223,614,066.97

Tons
Avg Trip Miles
Non ‐ Optimized
3,171,611.15
89.19
Optimized
2,707,124.89
77.69
464,486.25
127.61
464,486.25
28.61
3,171,611.15

Savings
Savings Percent

Table 5.6.1: Sample output results Excel template

Total Cost

Avg Cost / Ton

$ 37,081,417.59 $

11.69

$
$
$
$

11.29

28,867,855.26
2,960,983.02
3,988,957.34
35,817,795.62 $

70.50

$ 1,263,621.96 $
3.41%

0.40

5.7 The Optimization Results
In the original dataset every trip was completed using only truck. An average fuel
price from 2007 was used to best represent the fuel prices under which the trips were
completed. Table 5.7.1 and Figure 5.7.2 show the results of the optimization model using the
average fuel price of 2007.
Optimization Results ‐ Fuel Price $2.89 (Average 2007)
Mode

Single Mode Trip: Truck

Ton‐Miles
282,887,505.33

Single Mode Trip: Truck
206,206,174.60
Bi‐Modal Trip: Rail Segment
62,532,744.09
Bi‐Modal Trip: Truck Segment 14,148,586.65
Total Cost
Optimized Truck Totals

220,354,761.24

Tons
Avg Trip Miles
Non ‐ Optimized
3,171,611.15
89.19
Optimized
2,675,989.03
77.06
495,622.12
126.17
495,622.12
28.55
3,171,611.15

Savings

Total Cost

Avg Cost / Ton

$ 37,912,725.50 $

11.95

$
$
$
$

11.51

29,004,106.67
3,199,767.83
4,287,556.68
36,491,431.17 $

69.48

$ 1,421,294.33 $
3.75%

Savings Percent

Table 5.7.1: Optimization Results - Fuel Price $2.89 (Average 2007)
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0.45

Optimized Modal Split
(by Ton‐Mile)
Single Mode
Trip: Truck
Bi‐Modal Trip:
Rail Segment
Bi‐Modal Trip:
Truck Segment

5%
22%

73%

Fuel Price: $2.89
Figure 5.7.2: Optimized Modal Split (by Ton-Mile) – Fuel Price $2.89
The results from the optimization model suggested that 22% of the total ton-miles
should have travelled by rail if the only criterion for mode choice were transportation rates.
As expected, the share of the ton-miles was mostly from the longer distance trips, as can be
seen from the average trip lengths in Table 5.7.1. Evaluating all of the trips using a single
mode trucking, the average trip length was nearly 90 miles while the rail and truck segments
combined of bi-modal trips had combined average length of over 155 miles. Overall, the
optimization reduced the average length of truck trips by 20 miles from 90 to 70 miles.
Comparing the total cost of transportation on the non-optimized versus the optimized
shows a 3.75% cost savings for the optimized routing and mode choice, or $.45 and $1.06
savings per ton or cord, respectively. It is recognized that the significant shift (22%) of the
ton-miles to rail results in only a small difference in total cost which indicates that rail and
truck rates in the area are very competitive where rail is an option.
Identifying why the model yielded a 3.75% savings in transportation costs is
important to understanding possible inaccuracies within the model and for reasoning why rail
is not used to its optimal extent. Due to the simplification of the model, some of the potential
savings from modal shift might have been related to aspects not considered in the model,
such as reliability, insufficient service frequency, or lack of available assets. However, the
model provided an interesting alternative to investigate the modal choices from an analytical
perspective, as shippers typically rely on historical information and experience instead of
price optimization when making their decision. In addition, the model offers the opportunity
to investigate the effects of fuel prices to the overall transportation rates, as demonstrated in
the next section.
5.8 Fuel Price Sensitivity Analysis
To understand the relationship of fuel price and optimal modal split, the model was
used for sensitivity analysis by varying the diesel fuel price and by comparing the outcomes
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of the optimization runs. Model runs were completed with five different fuel prices. Table
5.8.1 summarizes the results of the five runs, illustrating the relationship of modal split as a
function of fuel price and Graph 5.8.3 compares the total transportation costs before and after
optimization.
Fuel Price Time Period
$2.41 Low Price for 2007
$2.67 Average Price for 2009
$2.89 Average Price for 2007
$3.44 Maximum Price for 2007
$4.76 Maximum Price in last 5 Years
Table 5.8.1: Fuel Price Sensitivity Analysis Runs

Graph 5.8.3: Total Cost of Transportation versus Fuel Price
At higher fuel prices, rail had an advantage over trucking because of its lower fuel
surcharge. With increasing fuel prices, the optimization model predicted a sizable shift to
rail from truck that followed a nearly linear relationship. Based on the model, for every
dollar increase in fuel price, 7% of the ton-miles should have shifted from truck to rail to
minimize the overall cost of transportation. The total cost of transportation presented a
similar trend, as the relative savings from the shift to rail increased with fuel prices.
At the low fuel price considered for this sensitivity analysis ($2.41 / gallon) the modal
split of total ton-miles was 24% by bi-modal and 76% by single mode truck (see Figure
5.8.6), and optimization provided 3.01% savings in transportation costs (see Table 5.8.4). In
contrast, with the highest fuel price used in the study ($4.76 / gallon), the modal split of total
ton-miles was 39% by bi-modal and 61% by single mode truck (see Figure 5.8.7), with a
total cost savings of 6.67% (see Table 5.8.5).
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Optimization Results ‐ Fuel Price $2.41 (Minimum 2007)
Ton‐Miles

Mode

Single Mode Trip: Truck

282,887,505.33

Single Mode Trip: Truck
213,939,284.19
Bi‐Modal Trip: Rail Segment
56,215,701.47
Bi‐Modal Trip: Truck Segment 12,732,519.67
Total Cost
Optimized Truck Totals

226,671,803.86

Tons
Avg Trip Miles
Non ‐ Optimized
3,171,611.15
89.19
Optimized
2,730,691.27
78.35
440,919.87
127.50
440,919.87
28.88
3,171,611.15

Total Cost

Avg Cost / Ton

$ 36,098,962.77 $

11.38

$
$
$
$

11.04

28,492,233.46
2,776,961.35
3,743,033.66
35,012,228.47 $

71.47

Savings

$ 1,086,734.31 $
3.01%

Savings Percent

0.34

Table 5.8.4: Optimization Results - Fuel Price $2.41 (Minimum 2007)

Optimization Results ‐ Fuel Cost $4.76 (Maximum in Last 5 Years)
Mode

Single Mode Trip: Truck

Ton‐Miles
282,887,505.33

Single Mode Trip: Truck
172,494,022.43
Bi‐Modal Trip: Rail Segment
89,797,887.09
Bi‐Modal Trip: Truck Segment 20,595,595.80
Total Cost
Optimized Truck Totals

193,089,618.23

Tons
Avg Trip Miles
Non ‐ Optimized
3,171,611.15
89.19
Optimized
2,439,001.38
70.72
732,609.77
122.57
732,609.77
28.11
3,171,611.15

Savings

Total Cost

Avg Cost / Ton

$ 44,978,842.79 $

14.18

$
$
$
$

13.24

30,054,162.28
5,177,422.77
6,746,847.14
41,978,432.19 $

60.88

$ 3,000,410.61 $
6.67%

Savings Percent

Table 5.8.5: Optimization Results - Fuel Price $4.76 (Maximum in Last 5 Years)

Figure 5.8.6: Optimized Modal Split (by Ton-Mile) - Fuel Price $2.41
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0.95

Figure 5.8.7: Optimized Modal Split (by Ton-Mile) – Fuel Price $4.76
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6. Evaluating Emissions Benefits from Simulated Log Truck Routing
Optimization
Data from the simulated optimization case studies conducted by GENCO (see Section
4.4) was used to evaluate the net benefits in the reduction of greenhouse gases (GHG) as a
result of log truck routing optimization. The research team reviewed the GHG emissions
models used by transportation agencies and industry leaders. EPA’s newly released
MOVES2010 was selected and utilized in calculating the GHG emissions from the log
hauling trucks on two routes in Wisconsin before and after the virtual optimization. The net
benefit in the reduction of greenhouse gases from the optimization of log movements was
evaluated.
6.1 Review of GHG Emissions Models
The most significant GHG emitted by vehicles is carbon dioxide (CO2), which is
emitted in direct proportion, to fuel consumption. As a result, estimating the GHG
implications of a vehicle involves estimating the amount of fuel used by the vehicle. Vehicle
fuel consumption depends on a variety of factors, including vehicle type, model year, fuel
type, vehicle operating characteristics, such as speeds, and other factors such as vehicle
maintenance and tire wear. To examine the impacts of routing optimization on GHG
emissions, two basic steps are involved: 1) determining the impacts on vehicle travel, fuel
economy, or fuel type used; 2) calculating the GHG impacts based on the change in these
factors (ICF Consulting 2006).
A range of models are available that can be used to calculate GHG emissions from
the log trucks. These models require the user to provide transportation activity levels (e.g.,
vehicle miles traveled or fuel consumption) and vehicle fleet inputs (e.g., vehicle fleet mix,
age) in order to calculate GHG emissions. One category of GHG calculation models are
called Direct GHG Emission Calculation models, which focus solely on transportation
sources, and are designed to develop emission factors or emission estimates for gases emitted
during vehicle use. The most commonly used of these models include EPA’s MOBILE6,
NONROAD, National Mobile Inventory Model (NMIM), Climate Leadership in Parks
(CLIP), the California Air Resources Board’s (CARB) EMFAC, and Draft New York State
DOT Guidance on Transportation GHG Analysis. Another category of models are called
Life-Cycle GHG Emission Calculation models, including Argonne National Laboratory’s
Greenhouse Gases, Regulated Emissions, and Energy use in Transportation (GREET) Model,
University of California-Davis’ Lifecycle Emissions Model (LEM), and EPA’s Motor
Vehicle Emissions Simulator (MOVES). Table 6.1 summarizes eight models that can be
used to calculate the GHG implications from the transportation sector.
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Geographic Level of Analysis

Vehicle Types
Light-duty
Heavy-duty
Model
State Region Local
Project
Vehicles
Trucks
MOBILE6
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
NONROAD
■
■
■
off-road only
NMIM
■
■
■
■
■
CLIP
■
■
■
MOVES
■
■
■
■
■
■
GREET
■
■
■
■
LEM
□
■
■
EMFAC
■
■
■
■
■
■
Table 6.1: Applicability of Models for Calculating GHG Emissions
Key:
■ Designed for this type of analysis; □ Not designed for this type of analysis but could potentially be applied;
- Not applicable;
*Adapted from ICF Consulting 2006

6.2 Selection of GHG Emissions Models
To select a well-suited model for our study, we considered the following issues: 1)
What level of detail is needed?, 2) What type of vehicles will be addressed?, and 3) What
data are available? Data availability will influence what types of assumptions must be
developed. For instance, if limited data are available on vehicle characteristics, assumptions
will need to be made about the types of vehicles or the types of vehicle trips that are reduced
as a result of optimization.
The current study requires a model which is able to calculate GHG emissions from
heavy-duty trucks operating on routes at the county/regional level before and after routing
optimization. These nine models summarized in Table 6.1 have different capabilities and
reflect different levels of data input. Many of the models, however, have significant
limitations for conducting the types of analyses that are needed by our study. For example,
CLIP and LEM are not appropriate for regional transportation analysis or local level analysis.
GREET cannot be applied on Heavy-Duty vehicles which are predominantly used in log
industries. EMFAC is the approved emissions model used in the State of California only. As
a result of these eliminating processes, EPA’s MOBILE6 and MOVES are the finalists for
our study.
MOBILE was initially developed in the late 1970s and has gone through a number of
significant updates over time. MOBILE6.0 was released in draft form in 2002 and finalized
as MOBILE6.2 in 2004. MOBILE6 Model is the EPA-approved model that generates onroad motor vehicle emission factors for use in transportation analysis at the state, region, or
project level.
MOBILE6 is based on emissions testing data and accounts for the impacts of factors
such as vehicle emission standards, vehicle type, vehicle operating characteristics, and local
conditions such as temperature, humidity and fuel quality on criteria pollutant emission
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factors. The model’s output is in grams of pollutant per vehicle mile, which when combined
with vehicle miles traveled (VMT) data, produces emissions estimates. In addition to criteria
pollutants, the model generates CO2 emission factors, which can be combined with VMT
data to estimate CO2 emissions.
However, the CO2 emission factors only account for vehicle type and model year; the
emission factors do not account for impacts of vehicle operating conditions (e.g., travel
speeds) on CO2, thus, are not able to adequately address the impacts of routing optimization.
Another limitation of MOBILE6 is the model uses average fuel economy for the entire
national fleet for each vehicle category and model year, and assumes future fuel economy
remains constant as model years progress for heavy-duty trucks. Consequently, projections
of CO2 in future years do not account for future changes in fuel economy.
The strength of MOBILE6 is that its inputs and assumptions are generally available to
transportation agencies. It is a standard emissions model used by transportation agencies for
criteria pollutant analysis; as a result, GHG analysis assumptions would be consistent with
criteria pollutant analysis assumptions.
Motor Vehicle Emissions Simulator (MOVES), released in draft in January 2005 and
developed in stages by the EPA, is eventually ready to replace MOBILE6, NONROAD, and
NMIM. EPA launched MOVES 2010 in January 2010 and requires it to be used in official
SIP submissions and in new regional emissions analyses for transportation conformity
determinations after a two-year grace period. MOVES can estimate emissions on a range of
scales from national emissions impacts down to the impacts of individual transportation
projects.
The MOVES model estimates energy consumption (for use in calculating CO2), N2O,
and CH4 from on-road vehicles from 1999 to 2050 and accounts for the impacts of vehicle
speeds, age, and stock on emissions. The strength of MOVES is that it uses a physical
emissions rate estimator (PERE) model to calculate energy consumption for all travel modes,
accounting for the effects of vehicle speed, operating mode, and vehicle type. It also
combines GREET well-to-pump estimates for numerous fuel production and distribution
pathways with capability to estimate energy consumption and emission totals over multiple
calendar years and multiple advanced vehicle market penetration scenarios.
The limitation of MOVES is that the vast amount of data contained in the model
make it complex to use for certain types of simple project analyses and if the user wants to
replace default values. Moreover, there is currently limited documentation on how to use the
tool to generate emission factors for project-level analyses.
We further evaluated MOBILE6 and MOVES across four attributes: data input
availability, ease of application, technical robustness, and policy sensitivity using a rating
system of low, medium, and high. Table 6.2 summarizes the strengths and limitations, and
ratings of MOBILE6 and MOVES.
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Model

MOBILE6

Data Input Availability

Ease of Application

Technical Robustness

Policy Sensitivity









Inputs (VMT, VMT mix)
are generally available to
transportation agencies
However, requires some
data processing (e.g.,
converting HPMS VMT
estimates into EPA vehicle
categories)


MOVES

Relatively complex to run Can account for impacts of
local vehicle mix and age,
but not speeds;
Does not take into account
future changes in fuel
economy





Does not take into account
impacts of vehicle speed
and operating conditions on
CO2.
Does not account for
feedback effects (prices,
distances, operating costs)
impacting fuel economy.


Uses second-by-second CO2 Sensitive to VMT, vehicle
emissions data for all source operating characteristics,
and vehicle characteristics
types

Default data tables can be
used or adjusted to reflect
local conditions

Relatively easy to run
using the provided GUI
and reporting functions

To take advantage of full
capabilities requires
substantial local data

Includes the GREET
Uncertainty analysis by EPA
model pathways analysis show relatively close results
to fuel-based calculation
methods

Table 6.2: Evaluation of Models for Transportation GHG Analysis
Key:
 Low
 Medium
 High
*Adapted from ICF Consulting, 2006
Table 6.2 shows that MOVES rates higher than MOBILE6 in the categories of ease of
application, technical robustness, and policy sensitivity:
1) The MOVES model provides a new user-friendly graphical user interface (GUI) and a
great deal of default values that simply analysis at different levels of geography (e.g.,
nation, state, county) and time spans. It has a database-centered design that allows users
much greater flexibility in organizing input and output data.
2) As a result of using data collected from millions of vehicles since MOBILE6.2 was
released in 2004, MOVES2010 provides increased accuracy in emissions inventory
results.
3) MOVES also relies on inputs from the transportation planning process, such as VMT and
speeds, rather than inputs of fuel consumption. These inputs are generally available to
transportation practitioners.
4) MOVES contains many more complex relationships between travel activity and GHG
emissions than MOBILE6, and can be used to analyze the implications of changes in
vehicle operating characteristics on GHG emissions. MOBILE6 is not sensitive to
important factors like vehicle speeds in calculating carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions.
5) Another improvement is the ability to express output as either total mass (in tons, pounds,
kilograms, or grams) or as emissions factors (grams-per-mile, and in some cases, gramsper-vehicle).
6) MOVES is designed to be used in coordination with other models (e.g., travel models,
dispersion models).
MOVES2010 is a significant improvement over MOBILE6.2 and previous versions
of MOVES for GHG estimation. It is currently the best tool for estimating GHG emissions
from the transportation sector. Consequently, MOVES2010 was recommended as the
preferred modeling approach for our study.
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6.3 Application of MOVES2010 to Virtual Optimization Case Studies
6.3.1 Selection of Virtual Optimization Case Studies
The MOVES2010 model was utilized to estimate the CO2 emissions, the most
significant GHG emission, from the log trucks on two routes in Lincoln County, Wisconsin,
before and after the virtual optimization performed by GENCO (see Figure 4.4.1 and Figure
4.4.2 in Section 4.4). The information about the log truck movement on these two routes is
summarized in Table 6.3. Route 1-A and Route 2-A are routes before virtual optimization
while Route 1-B and Route 2-B are routes after virtual optimization.
Route 1- A
Route 1- B
Route 2-A
VMT per load per trip
179
129
173
Truckloads per day
4
4
4
Trips per day
2
2
2
Table 6.3 Information about Daily Log Truck Movement

Route 2-B
127
4
2

6.3.2 Model Assumptions
Since limited data are available, assumptions need to be made about the types of
vehicles or the types of vehicle trips that are reduced as a result of simulated optimization.
For reasonable assumptions, the research team conducted interviews with the log truckers in
Wisconsin to understand the characteristics of log trucks on the routes. The information,
such as vehicle type, model year, and fuel type, provided by the log truckers were used as the
data input in the MOVES2010 model. Other data missing includes weather patterns and
driving characteristics occurring on a daily basis. To compensate for this lack of data, the
research team chose to utilize the existing data in the MOVES2010 model. The default data
is specific to the counties in the research basin and the researchers believe that the
preliminary data warrants further study based upon driving habits, weather patterns, and
other operating characteristics of the vehicle including tire conditions and level of
maintenance. Utilizing the information provided by log truckers and the geographical data
from the MOVES2010 model, the research team sought to recreate specific driving patterns
on each of the two routes.
A number of assumptions to run the model were made:
 MOVES2010 was run for one combination tractor trailer on a single trip on a day in
the months of February and August 2009.
 Vehicle type was set as a combination long-haul truck because tractor trailer
combinations are commonly used in Wisconsin to haul logs from the stumpage area
and/or nearby landing to the ultimate processing facility and/or consolidation yard.
They are commonly utilized in situations where the haul is longer and mostly overthe-road because they are a more roadworthy vehicle and usually attain better fuel
mileage.
 The month of February was chosen as a representative of a winter month while the
month of August was selected to represent a summer month. The road authorities in
Wisconsin usually allow increased weights in winter season (usually from midDecember to mid-March) and restrict increases or normal weights during the
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thawing season (usually from mid-March to mid-December). During winter season,
especially after heavy freeze, load rates increase. Furthermore, February and
August represent two distinct weather patterns.
The vehicle was assumed to operate between 5:00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m. from Monday
through Friday, which fits the hours of operation of the scale house at the mills.
Most of the scale houses open about 5:30 a.m. and close about 6:00 p.m.
Vehicle Age is defined as the age, measured in years, from the time period for
which the model is run. The researchers chose three age groups as representatives
for the age of log trucks driven. The age groups were defined as vehicle model year
1995, 2000, and 2005. These model years were chosen based on the information
gained from our interview with log truckers and also because EPA adopted new
emission standards for heavy-duty diesel trucks for model year 1987-2003, 20042006, and 2007 and later.
Average Speed is defined in the model as a percentage, driven at a set speed, within
a specified hour. Due to data limitations, the researchers chose to use the default
data in MOVES2010.
Road Type is used to characterize the percentage of roads, driven within the defined
hours that are defined as Off-Network, Rural Restricted Access, Rural Unrestricted
Access, Urban Restricted Access, and Urban Unrestricted Access. For this model
run, the researchers chose to utilize all road types since they represent the road types
in the study. Each road type is weighted as a percentage and the weighting is based
upon MOVES2010 default data. For the model, Rural Restricted Access was
unused and Off-Network represents vehicle starts and periods of idling.
Fuel Type is defined as the type of fuel available within the specified geographic
boundaries. The researchers chose to utilize the default county specified values as
defined in the MOVES2010 model. Further research into fueling characteristics,
including formulation, would better define the base model.
County specific weather data contained within MOVES2010 was used for each of
the two calendar months. Further research into actual weather characteristics,
including temperature, cloud cover, and humidity levels experienced throughout the
day of operation would enable the researchers to better pinpoint weather changes
and overall impacts upon green house gas emissions.
Vehicle Miles Traveled is defined within the model as a percentage of miles
traveled, over a designated road type, within the specified period of time. The
researchers made a number of assumptions that were based upon the case studies
conducted by GENCO (see Figure 4.4.1 and Figure 4.4.2 in Section 4.4 and Table
6.3), the research basins, and interviews with log truckers. The baseline VMT on
Route 1-A is 179 miles and on Route 2-A is 173 miles. The VMT after
optimization on Route 1-A is 129 miles and on Route 2-A is 127 miles.

The MOVES2010 model was run based upon one vehicle of a predetermined model
year (i.e. 1995, 2000, or 2005) traveling on a designated route (i.e. Route 1-A, 1-B, 2-A or 2B) for one trip for the year 2009 in Lincoln County, Wisconsin. A comparison was made
between CO2 emitted pre- and post-optimization. No distinction was made between loaded
miles and empty miles in the case studies.
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6.3.3 Modeling Results and Analysis
Route 1-A and 1-B
The February CO2 emission output for model year 1995 is calculated at 0.002213 tons
per mile. Pre-optimization total tons equaled 0.39611 tons and post-optimization were
computed at 0.28546. For vehicle year 2000, CO2 emission in tons per mile was calculated
at 0.002214. Pre-optimization CO2 emissions totaled 0.39637 and post-optimization totaled
0.28565. For model year 2005 emissions output equaled 0.002214 tons per mile for a total
trip output of 0.396269 tons. Optimization reduced total tons of CO2 emissions per trip to
0.28558.
The August CO2 emission output for model year 1995 is calculated at 0.002223 tons
per mile. Pre-optimization total tons equaled 0.397933 tons and post-optimization were
computed at 0.286779. For vehicle year 2000, CO2 emission in tons per mile was calculated
at 0.002224. Pre-optimization CO2 emissions totaled 0.398088 and post-optimization totaled
0.28689. Post-optimization saw a decrease in CO2 emissions to 1.14901 tons. For model
year 2005, emissions output equaled 0.002222 tons per mile for a total trip output of .39773
tons. Optimization reduced total tons of CO2 emissions per trip to 0.286633.
Route 2-A and 2-B
The February CO2 emission output for model year 1995 was calculated at 0.002213
tons per mile. Pre-optimization total tons equaled 0.38283 tons and post-optimization were
computed at 0.28104. For vehicle year 2000, CO2 emission in tons per mile was calculated
at 0.002214. Pre-optimization CO2 emissions totaled 0.383084 and post-optimization totaled
0.28122. For model year 2005, emissions output equaled 0.002214 tons per mile for a total
trip output of 0.382986 tons. Optimization reduced total tons of CO2 emissions per trip to
0.28115.
The August CO2 emission output for model year 1995 is calculated at 0.00222 tons
per mile. Pre-optimization total tons equaled 0.38459 tons and post-optimization were
computed at 0.28233. For vehicle year 2000, CO2 emission in tons per mile was calculated
at 0.00222. Pre-optimization CO2 emissions totaled 0.38474 and post-optimization totaled
0.28244. For model year 2005, emissions output equaled 0.00222 tons per mile for a total
trip output of 0.3844 tons. Optimization reduced total tons of CO2 emissions per trip to
0.28219.
The total CO2 emissions in February and August were calculated using four loads per
trip, two trips a day, five days a week, and four weeks per month based on the information
from the virtual case studies conducted by GENCO. The CO2 emissions before and after
optimization were compared Table 6.4.
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Month
Model Year

2005

2000

1995

2005

2000

1995

Route 1-A

63.40

63.42

63.38

63.64

63.69

63.67

26,640

Route 1-B

45.69

45.70

45.67

45.86

45.90

45.88

8,000

Difference

17.71

17.71

17.70

17.78

45.90

17.78

27,680

Route 2-A

61.27

61.29

61.25

61.50

61.56

61.54

20,640

Route 2-B

44.98

45.00

44.97

45.15

45.19

45.17

7,040

Difference

16.29

16.30

16.27

16.35

16.37

16.36

VMT
28,640

February

August

Table 6.4 CO2 Emissions based on Months and Model Years (In Tons)
The results show that an overall reduction in total CO2 emissions corresponding
positively to the overall reduction in total miles traveled regardless of the age of the vehicle
as shown in Figure 6.1 and 6.2. mileage reduction not only decreases CO2 emissions but also
increases fuel economy as a direct result of the optimization. Further benefits to optimization
can include less overall tire wear resulting in lowering the level of emissions and the
potential for a reduction in the overall fleet size.

Figure 6.1 Total CO2 Emissions for Route 1-A and 1-B in February and August by Model year

Figure 6.2 Total CO2 Emissions for Route 2-A and 2-B in February and August by Model year
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The researchers also found out that the condition of the road affected CO2 emissions.
Better road condition is contributing to reduced CO2 emissions for log hauling fleet. A rural
restricted access road creates an environment where a vehicle will emit a higher level of CO2
emissions. For model year 2005, CO2 emissions were reduced from 3.45 to .2200 as a result
of moving from a rural non restricted access road to an urban restricted access road.
6.4 Conclusion and Practical Implications
The MOVES2010 modeling results were used to evaluate the net benefits in the
reduction in CO2 emissions as a result of the virtual optimization. Based upon the models
created and the results documented, the researchers can conclude that a significant
improvement in total CO2 emissions is observed between pre-optimization and postoptimization routes. The results also show that CO2 emission improvements are occurring
independent of the year of the vehicle. The results further show that slight reductions occur
over the total time traveled including across months and seasons.
The model results also have practical implications for log truckers. In the study
region, a log loader is sometimes mounted on the tractor trailer combination adding weight
to the vehicle which leads to higher fuel consumption rates and higher CO2 emissions. Tare
(empty) weight can be reduced through removing the log loader and the use of lightweight
components, such as aluminum wheels and other body parts. Vehicle tracking and routing
software can monitor vehicle operations and ensure that vehicles use the most efficient
routes and maintain schedules. Improved routing reduces unnecessary mileage, which also
reduces fuel consumption and CO2 emissions.
In the study, the average turnaround time given for a log truck for unloading was 1825 minutes, plus an average turnaround time of 40 minutes for cleaning the wood chips.
Trucks in this study may benefit from the use of idling-control technologies, such as
automatic engine shutdown to reduce engine idling. Speed reduction is an important strategy
for improving fuel efficiency. Truck fuel consumption tends to increase in an exponential
manner above 40 mph, so limiting speeds is a particularly effective way to save fuel.
How a vehicle is operated significantly affects fuel consumption and emissions. The
drivers play a vital role in CO2 emission reduction goals. Tracking vehicle-specific fuelconsumption and mileage, and providing drivers with meaningful performance incentives is
another effective strategy for increasing fuel efficiency and reducing CO2 emissions.
6.5 Limitations and Suggestions for Future Research
The researchers based their findings on one trip made in the months of February and
August 2009 in Lincoln County, Wisconsin. Furthermore, the researchers limited their
source data to one vehicle of predetermined model years, traveling a designated route. Due
to lack of data, a number of assumptions were made. While the information provided by the
trucking companies was an important part of model assumptions, it also proved to be
inadequate due to not having a sizable sample. A physical demonstration is being scheduled
for the second quarter of 2010 where three to five trucks will operate based on a pooled
dispatch model.
The model relied upon base values in MOVES2010 and took into consideration
overall weather averages, vehicle starts, stops, and driving habits. Based upon the initial
calculated results, further research is warranted. The goal of the additional research would be
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to expand the base vehicles to better represent the actual fleet characteristics that are driven
on the route. Further data collected would also include overall driving habits, refueling
frequency, and an expansion of the counties to better represent the zones.
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7. Evaluation of Multimodal Log Consolidation - Superyard
7.1 Review of Log Yard and Multimodal Terminal Literature
The moving of logs from forest to mill presents an interesting challenge for a
transportation system. Logs start their transportation journeys at the landing located in the
middle of a forest, or occasionally are placed at roadside landing. From these landings the
logs are transported by truck or by combination of truck and rail or barge to their final
destination (typically a mill.) Along the trip, logs may be unloaded and either stored or
reloaded to another vehicle. These locations, typically called log yards, can have many
different objectives. The different objectives break the log yards into three types:
 Storate
 Concentration, or
 Sort (Dramm, et al “Review of Log Sort Yards”, 2002).
This section will review literature about different types of log yards and outline the
critical aspects that make them successful.
Storage Yard
The simplest form of a log yard is to store logs acting as a buffer between forest
production and mill consumption. The consumption of logs at most mills happens at a
constant pace and often only changes slowly in close alignment with the demand for the
mill’s finished product. However, the production in the forest and transportation to the mill
are anything but constant. Weather is the major factor as bad weather can stop logging and
the associated truck transportation almost instantly. In addition, log trucks are weight limited
on certain roads for approximately two months every spring during thaw cycles. Rail
transportation is not nearly as affected by weather, but instead suffers from less consistent
and longer transit times than truck transportation. All of these factors provide justification
for the use of log storage yards.
A log storage yard, or “wood yard,” can exist anywhere along the transportation
system between forest and mill. The log yards can exist right at the mill site, or can be
operated on remote sites. The remote sites can be owned by parties other than a mill and are
often used, if space at the mill is insufficient, to store the buffer of logs needed.
Concentration Yards
The concentration yard does exactly what the name implies; inbound shipments of
logs are offloaded and reconfigured into new outbound movements. The simplest form can
be found in the wood yard, which is also a kind of log storage yard, where inbound log trucks
are unloaded, the wood stored and reloaded to trucks for transportation to the mill. The
unloading/reloading of trucks adds cost to the supply chain, but the concentration yard can
offer value beyond storage benefits. For instance a wood yard could be placed on the
Wisconsin/Michigan border allowing for the largest capacity truck to be used for each
portion of the trip, and resulting in lower overall transportation cost per unit.
Concentration yards can also be transfer points between modes (reload yards). Logs
transported by rail must first travel by truck to a reload yard with a rail loading area. Rail
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will almost always take them directly to the mill; reloading back to truck is very uncommon
because the extra handling makes it uneconomical. A truck rail / reload yard can be as
simple as a public team track, with no storage. For barge transportation, trucks are once
again needed to take the logs from the forest to the reload yard, in this case a dock. Once the
barge completes its transit the logs can be at their destination mill, or may need another
reload yard before final delivery. Reload yards are also commonly storage yards, as the
storage ability is needed to account for the different volumes transported by a truck, rail, and
barge. The main benefit of a reload yard is the potential to realize lower transportation costs
by using lower cost modes, such as rail or barge.
Sort Yards
The sorting of logs involves looking at the characteristics of each log and trying to
group it with other similar logs to achieve the highest value for each log. The number of
groupings used often drives how much the sorting will cost, as larger number of groupings
will require a larger area and a longer time for sorting (Sessions, et al., 2005). The finer
gradation in the groupings also requires more skilled workers to grade the logs.
When logs are harvested they are often sorted at the landing into a set number of
groupings. Often there are only a few groupings but in some cases even a few dozen
groupings have been used (El Hachemi, 2008). The other location where sorting can be
accomplished is at a log sort yard. This log sort yard is the least common of the log yards in
the study area. These are also usually some of the largest yards and often incorporate storage
and concentration as well. At these facilities logs can be sorted into dozens of different
groups and the benefit of having the facilities and employees sort logs into their highest value
groupings, this yields the highest resale value. Sorting on the forest landings is often
constrained by space, which limits sorting and therefore resale value. The cost for sorting on
the landing is less expensive then sorting at a log sort yard because of the extra costs of
transportation, infrastructure and employees at the log sort yard (Sessions & Paredes, 1987).
The choice between sorting on the landing, sorting in a log sort yard or the
combination of both depends on many factors. The most important is the mix of logs being
cut in the forest. If the logs are nearly identical, the difference in resale value between logs
that are minimally sorted and sorted into many groups is small. In this case the potential
resale value to be added to each log is low, so very little can be invested in sorting. If the
logs are diverse in type and there are many high value logs in the mix, the value sorting can
be justified. In these cases sorting will be done at a landing or at a log sort yard and the cost
of the log sort yard can be justified.
Some other factors that influence sorting decisions are space constraints at the forest
landing, and the possibility of added value through better log marketing. Log marketing is
often done on a per truck basis if logs are only being sorted at the forest landing. At a log
sort yard logs can be marketed one by one, or a small group at a time. Buyers of high value
logs often only buy small quantities of logs and commonly want to see them before purchase.
The log sort yard allows the client to observe the high end logs in one place and buy just a
limited quantity.
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Log Superyard
The superyard is the combination of all three of the log yards previously discussed.
In the superyard, logs come in by truck, are unloaded, sorted, stored, and shipped out by
truck, or another form of transportation. These facilities offer the potential to squeeze every
last dollar of resale out of the log but also will cost the most per log to operate. In the U.S.,
there are some private industry examples, and in Canada government-run sort yards have
been created, such as the Creston Log Sort, Yard, in British Columbia (Sunderman, 2003).
The Creston Log Sort Yard case study demonstrates how small the profit margins are
for such yards and how difficult it can be to recover more resale value from sorting. The
case study gives some good lessons on the difficulties in establishing a log sort yard. These
have been summarized to several keys to success in two papers by the USDA Forest Service
(Dramm, et al “Review of Log Sort Yards”, 2002), (Dramm, et al., “Log Sort Yard”, 2004).
Keys to a Successful Sort Yard:






Business Plan – Before any infrastructure is built, a solid business plan needs to be
developed showing the operating costs and income to be generated from sorting of
logs.
Log Product Diversity – The logs coming into the sort yard need to be diverse
(many different types and grades) to make sorting increase the resale value of the logs
enough to justify the costs.
Knowledgeable Sorting Staff – The employees grading the logs are essential for
ensuring that every log sells for its highest price, so they need to be well trained and
experienced.
Value-Added Industries – One way to make the sort yard more profitable is to
operate other value-added industries in conjunction with it, such as making firewood,
debarking or chipping and making fence posts.
Transportation Infrastructure – For log trucks, the designation and condition of the
road determines much about seasonal and year round weight limits. Rail connections
for forestry products allow for logs to travel long distances at lower rates than
trucking. Good transportation connections are critical to making a potential site for a
log superyard viable.

The combination of storage, concentration and sorting into one yard offers the
possibility of the highest possible resale values for each log, but also comes with the highest
operating cost. Before building a superyard it is important to consider how slim the margins
are for superyards. A solid business plan needs to be put together to prove it can work. All
of the reviewed literature stressed how important understanding the forestry industry in the
area is to successful operation. The forestry industry is very competitive and operates on the
slim profits of buying a mixed product and selling it sorted, with no physical value added.
However, a successful superyard can make consistent profits and also help make the local
forest products industry stronger.
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7.2 Rusk County Project
In late January 2008, the principal investigator was contacted by Andy Albarado, the
Economic Development Director for Rusk County, Wisconsin. Mr. Albarado requested the
assistance of the UW-Superior Transportation and Logistics Research Center in exploring
development options for a greenfield industrial site.
Rusk County and the City of Ladysmith were moving ahead on the development of a
regional trans-shipment facility near the Village of Tony, Wisconsin, approximately 8 miles
east from Ladysmith (See Map 7.2.1). The approximately 160 acre development site is
adjacent to Wisconsin State Highway 8 and County Road Little X. Abutting the property is a
CN rail line that runs east-west and connects directly to the CN mainline in Ladysmith
making this a preferred location for the railroad, as switching into the site would not tie up
the mainline. At the same time, the close proximity to the mainline means that frequent and
consistent service is more likely. From Ladysmith the line runs east to Rhinelander,
Wisconsin, and connects with rail lines that provide service into the Upper Peninsula of
Michigan and the Green Bay region.
The county received an Economic Development Agency (EDA) award to assist in the
purchase, marketing and development of the site. Mr. Albarado had also received the
commitment from CN to connect with the planned industrial rail spur, if the development
was successful in bringing in new businesses. The primary motivation of the economic
development plan was for the purposes of developing a “superyard” for timber, and also to
have available rail served land for anticipated energy/biomass related projects, as well as
other industrial uses.
The county and city were also interested in having the research team assist in
exploring how the county and city could market rail based opportunities and advantageous
site locations. They also wanted to examine the possibility of trans-load operations and the
creation of an inland port to handle containerized cargo for the region. They wanted to
explore the potential to tie into CN’s operation of the container port at Prince Rupert, British
Columbia. If the development of a transload center was positive they wanted the research
team to explore if there would be any advantages to pursuing a Foreign Trade Zone at the site.
Cooperative Planning Process
A meeting was held in Ladysmith on May 21, 2008, with Andy Albarado, county
agents and members of the research team. One of the outcomes of the discussions was the
need to hold public outreach meetings. The purpose of the meetings would be informational
with the first objective to inform the interested public of the potential development of the site,
and the second to solicit ideas and or problems from the attendees. The meetings were to be
advertised and open to anyone, but specific groups would be contacted to encourage their
input.
The economic development site was visited and photographed by the research team.
Special attention was given to the access locations, drainage and topography of the 160 acres.
The condition of the adjacent rail line was noted (see Photos 7.2.1 through 7.2.6).
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Photo 7.2.1 Economic Development Highway 8 Access Road 2009

Photo 7.2.2 Economic Development Site at HWY 8 Access Looking East
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Photo 7.2.3 CN Rail Line at Site East Bound

Photo 7.2.4 CN Rail Line at Site West Bound
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Photo 7.2.5 CN Rail at Highway 8 Access Road Crossing

Photo 7.2.6 Economic Development Site Rusk County, WI - October 2009
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The Rusk County economic development agency had a preliminary engineering study
done for a rail spur to serve the location. The rail spur was designed to serve a log superyard
(see Map 7.2.2).

Map 7.2.2
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Public Meeting #1
A public meeting hosted by the Rusk County Economic Development Agency was held on
July 07, 2008, in the Rusk County Public Library to present the concept of a Log Superyard
to attendees. Notices of the meeting were published and emails sent out to representative
groups including: foresters, log truck operators, and wood products processers.
The objectives of this public meeting were threefold:
 Provide information about log Superyard concept
– Proposed Plans
– Funding
 Obtain information about log haulers’ (truckers’) needs
– Input from participants
 Open discussion with attendees about the proposed Superyard
During the meeting a number of topics were presented by the research team:
 How a superyard might lower truck costs as a result of the shorter distance from
stumpage to the superyard versus traveling to and from a mill.
 The shorter travel time could increase truck loaded time and generate more revenue
for the trucker.
 A key factor in a successful rail served superyard would be a sufficient volume to
move blocks of 25 rail cars.
 Rail transportation provides the opportunity to reach distant markets that would not
otherwise be served from this region.
 The potential exists for new wood products industries that may come to a greenfield
development site that is rail/truck served.
The attendees were provided information about the value added functions of a log
superyard. The research team pointed out that a U.S. Forest Service study believed that “log
sort yards capture more log value than other sorting alternatives” (Dramm, Jackson and
Wong, 2002). The value added functions include:
 Process, merchandise, and sort logs into higher value products
 Provide a market for multiple log products for both large and small timber producers
 Supply primary processing forest products firms with desired raw materials, thereby
improving their log mix
A well-managed and strategically located log superyard has the potential to bring a
number of benefits to a region (Dramm, Govett, Bileck, Jackson, 2004)
 Higher prices and less fluctuation in prices for log sales can be generated through a
strategically positioned log sort and sales yard.
 The desired log mix (species, grade, and length) that will best meet processing needs
can be supplied to individual wood-using businesses, instead of the broad mix called
a woods run of logs typically supplied from a timber sale.
 The small timber producers could sell small quantities, regardless of grade.
 The small wood-using businesses could purchase small quantities, regardless of grade.
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Log inventory control and fiscal accounting of available log resources would be
improved.
Specialty and character logs could be sold when markets exist.

The audience was asked the following questions and then a forum was opened for
discussion.
 What type of access do you need to the yard?
 What type of log loading and unloading equipment will be needed in the yard?
 Are scales needed?
 Who should manage the yard?
 What size area should be set aside for storage?
Public Meeting #1 Summary:
The audience provided a number of comments and expressed a need for a sound business
plan that would address the following topics:
 Survey the raw material resources available to serve the superyard (availability, price,
location, quality, mix).
 Determine the products that could be produced by the superyard (mix, differentiation,
added value).
 Assess the available markets for the products (share, competition, distance to markets,
projected growth, specialty and commodity markets).
 Ascertain what types of processing will be possible and how they might be used
(technology, equipment, physical plant, automation, and manufacturing methods).
 Ensure that community support necessary to sustain the plant is available (businessfriendly, workforce skills, work ethic, school system, quality of life).
 There must be proper management (experience, knowledge, and understanding of
business of log sort yards).
 Determine where the private financing will come from to match the government
investment (financial statements, venture capital, fees, business taxes, incentives).
 Examine all the environmental, health, and safety concerns prior to investment
(regulations and licensing).
 CN railroad needs to be an active participant in the planning process.
 Concerns were expressed as to who will own the logs, how payment will be made.
Will a third party buy the logs or will the logs be bought by one or more mills?
 The consensus of the meeting was that a follow up meeting with shippers, loggers,
and CN rail should be held.
Public Meeting #2
A follow up meeting hosted by the Rusk County Economic Development Agency was
held at the Tee-A-Way Golf Club in Ladysmith August 4, 2008. The meeting was advertised
ahead of time along with representative groups being contacted by email.
The research team brought in forestry experts from the University of WisconsinStevens Point and the U.S. Department of Agriculture Forestry Office at the University of
Wisconsin-Madison who had written some of the log yard studies cited in this report. A
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faculty member with expertise in marketing and rural economic development also joined the
research team at this meeting. The purpose of bringing together these experts was to have
their knowledge base available to address questions that arose during the meeting and also to
introduce them to all the parties as a resource for future interactions.
There were five objectives of this public meeting:
 Provide information about log Superyard concept
 Obtain information about log haulers’ (truckers’) needs
 Obtain information about shipper’s needs
 Gather feedback on rail service needs
 Open discussion with attendees about the proposed Superyard
Public Meeting #2 Summary:
Despite invitation, CN Railroad was not represented in the meeting which was
recognized by the attendees. The opinion of the loggers and truckers was that without the
railroads active participation, a rail served facility was unlikely to be successful.
There were comments and recommendations from the group:
 The shippers with rail experience expressed concern that the preliminary rail siding
plan at the Log Superyard may not provide enough room for rail car loading and truck
access may be blocked when rail cars were on the sidings.
 There was a general (but not universal) commentary that rail would be used more if
the customer service was better in the form of car tracking, schedules, demurrage on
cars and rail car availability.
 The group recommended the development of a “higher-level” cost estimate for track
and road infrastructure construction on the site (based on preliminary plans).
 The truckers and shippers wanted to know what security measures would be provided
at the site.
 The truckers felt that there may be some issues in bridge weight limits on county
roads in accessing the proposed site and recommended that be examined further.
 The question was raised as to how log scaling would be done. Some products are
paid for by the cord, others by the ton and the grading of high quality wood is very
price sensitive.
 The location of the scale was cited as critical to efficient operations. The scale should
be near the primary entrance and on level ground.
 The group expressed a need to have excellent gravel base to promote drainage and
prevent trucks from getting stuck in mud.
 The truckers expressed concern about the existing turning radius of access point off
County Road Little X and also on the need for turn lanes on Hwy 8 and County Road
Little X.
 The group recommended that the research team identify and create a list of businesses
with potential for rail use within 60 miles of the site.
 Questions were raised as to what would happen to existing rail log loading sidings in
Ladysmith, Minong and other locations, if the Log Superyard site was built. Would
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the railroad close those sites to consolidate traffic? Would the railroad increase the
service levels to Log Superyard?
A decision was made to engage the research team on two further tasks.
1. Further development of the proposed rail siding at the site, specifically cost estimates.
2. Development of a list of potential rail users within 60 miles of the site.
7.3 Rusk County Regional Trans-Shipment Facility Cost Estimate
Faculty and students from the Rail Transportation Program (RTP) at Michigan Tech
developed a set of cost estimates for the proposed rail and road facilities at the yard. The
cost estimates were developed from the design drawing title M & P Project No. 2007 – 137
(see Map 7.2.2). All quantities were taken from an 11” x 17” print so all quantity estimates
should be considered rough estimates (see Map 7.2.2). The estimate only covers road and
railroad work, including installation. Cost estimates for grading, drainage, structures, utilities,
upgraded intersection, and grade crossings were not developed, due to limited data available.
The unit costs for the road on the project were found using RS Means Heavy
Construction Cost Data 2002 (RS Means). Some assumptions were made as the exact types
of materials listed on the plans are not listed in RS Means. For example, the lower layer of
the road section is made up of 18” of breaker run which was estimated using “SY Crushed 1 1/2” Stone Base Compacted 12” Deep” and multiplying by 1.5 giving a cost of $23.78.
Since these unit costs are based on prices of construction work completed in 2002
they needed to be updated to today’s building costs. To scale the costs, the Turner Building
Index (Reference Turner Building Index) was used as it more accurately follows construction
cost then the general GDP deflator. The multiplier from 2002 dollars to 2009 dollars was
computed to be 1.34. This results in a total cost of square yard of road at $37.66. For the rail
estimate the unit costs were industry provided and verified by independent sources. For
example, the cost for one Track-Foot (TF) of rail installed was assumed to cost $160; this
includes all rail, ties, rail fastening system, ballast and sub-ballast. An installed Number 10
Turnout (used) runs around $75,000.
The plans divide the construction of the Superyard into two phases: 1) planned for
construction and 2) a future phase. The current phase includes the essentials of the yard: the
gravel roads at the site; a rail spur for loading logs; and turnouts to tie into the CN line. This
rail spur would hold approximately 12 rail cars for loading. The future phase adds a long rail
spur for the loading of logs, with capacity for 30 additional rail cars. The estimates are
developed for each phase separately and for total project cost.
The cost estimates are presented in Table 7.3.1, Table 7.3.2, and Table 7.3.3. The
planned phase for just rail and gravel roads totals nearly a million dollars. To compete with
low cost non-rail sort yards and free to use team tracks, a strong business case needs to be
made to ensure this venture will work. This estimate does not include many of the other
infrastructure costs such as grading, utilities, structures, fencing and upgrading adjacent
county roads/intersections which would certainly add cost to the facility. The planned phase
only includes enough loading area for 12 rail cars, making this an average sized forestry rail
siding for the area.
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The future phase adds a loading area for 30 more rail cars, which would make this
forestry rail siding one of the largest in the research area and would allow for small unit
trains of logs or other commodities. The use of unit trains has potential for lower rates from
the railroad, as has been found in other commodities that move by unit trains. The future
phase would add another $800,000 to the rail and gravel road construction costs, bringing up
the total cost to $1.8 million dollars (Table 7.3.3).
Planned Phase
Road
Entrance
Exit
Office Access
Sub Total

Length (FT) Width (FT)
Area (SY) Cost ($)
1000
20
2222.22
$83,688
1100
20
2444.44
$92,057
1700
20
3777.78
$142,271
3800
8444.44
$318,018

Rail
Rail loading Spur
Mainline Spur
Sub Total

Track (TF)
# 10 TOs
1100
1500
2600

Track ($)
TOs ($)
Total ($)
1
$176,000
$75,000
$251,000
2
$240,000
$150,000
$390,000
3
$416,000
$225,000
$641,000
Total
$959,018

(Table 7.3.1)
Future Phase
Road
East
West
Sub Total

Length (FT) Width (FT)
Area (SY) Cost ($)
1600
20
3555.56
$133,902
2000
20
4444.44
$167,378
3600
8000.00
$301,280

Rail
Railyard Spur

Track (TF)
# 10 TOs
2700

(Table 7.3.2)
Planned and Future Phases
All Rail
All Road
Total
(Table 7.3.3)

Track ($)
TOs ($)
Total ($)
1
$432,000
$75,000
$507,000
Total
$808,280

Cost ($)
$1,148,000
$619,298
$1,767,298
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7.4 Rusk Regional Trans-Shipment Facility Potential Rail Shippers: List of Exporting
Industries within 60 miles
With 160 acres, the site of the Rusk Regional Trans-Shipment Facility has more land
than is needed for a Superyard and for value added activities such as chipping, debarking,
saw mill or a fuel pellet plant. The rail spur at the site is not operationally limited to the
loading and unloading of logs, so other industries could share the same rail spur with proper
planning. Other industries were investigated for sharing the site and the research team
developed a list of the other potential commercial customers outside the forest products
industry for the trans-shipment facility.
The research team enlisted the assistance of the Wisconsin Department of Commerce
in constructing the list of business that could potentially use the facility and a list of
businesses that exported goods internationally from Northwestern Wisconsin. This list was
refined based on two criteria:
1. Located within 60 miles of proposed trans-shipment facility (the assumption was
made that businesses beyond this threshold would have access to alternative railsidings).
2. Businesses that exported small or low volume finished goods were removed from the
list, as it was assumed that rail would not be economical mode for these businesses.
Based on criteria, industries with likelihood to use rail transportation were identified
from the list of Northern Wisconsin Exporters. Further evaluation was done with the help of
aerial photography to rank the businesses for size from 1 (being large) to 3 (being small).
In total, the list was refined to twenty two businesses (Appendix A.) Most of the
industries manufacture either machinery, industrial electronics and/or finished wood products,
and nearly half of the companies on the list export wood products including furniture,
cabinets, wood flooring, veneer plywood and dimensional hardwood. These companies have
a close synergy with the proposed superyard, as the wood used for these industries is the high
end logs that are often the product of a sort yard.
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8. Conclusions
Conclusions – Log Truck Optimization
After the four week virtual optimization was completed the project team identified
five issues primary which will impact future success of the project. The five issues included:
 The impact of weather on field operations
 Data assembly from multiple providers
 Location identification for forest sites
 Demand volatility during a sales quarter
 Stakeholder participation
Weather
Weather variables are difficult to communicate over a three state region. Log
harvesting and transportation services are impacted by freeze and thaw cycles, rain, mud, and
surface water retention issues which vary by region. Topography, vegetation, and terrain all
impact the crew’s ability to load wood. Regional operations are much easier to manage
because the weather variables are more easily understood and communicated. In addition, the
local stakeholders have more intimate knowledge of the conditions at the various local sites.
Weather is one of the most difficult variables to communicate and proved to be one of the
issues that no individual party has much control over.
Data Assembly
The establishment of a template was proposed to reduce the data scrubbing effort to
consolidate multiple data formats into a single data set. While the template was essential in
identifying the basic information required, the data values and specifically the location
identification formats were widely variable. While time consuming, data scrubbing is
essential to developing a solid foundation for optimization. To the extent possible, data
definitions and standardization is necessary to prepare a useful database.
Location Identification
Many sites are located on private property and as a result the location of private roads
was difficult to identify for an open dispatching system. Dispatching trucks to public
addresses is easy by comparison. In a rural/private environment some level of local
geographic knowledge is needed to identify remote locations. While GPS systems proved to
be helpful after a location was identified the first time, a period of time to develop location
familiarity is essential to build reliable transportation times between points.
In order to run the optimization and to approximate actual mileages between sites and
mills, it was necessary to come up with a location formula to identify private log sites within
rural settings. Mathematical calculations are only approximate, based on plots and center
points and actual routes may vary due the actual time and distance of the physical movement
of wood between log site and mill. Routes may be impacted by bridge or temporary weight
restrictions and physical terrain features which are not know to the routing system.
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Demand Variations
Demand for wood varies by sales forecasts. Based on quarterly sales, volumes in the
early part of the quarter are generally smaller than demand for wood at the end of the quarter.
This quarterly cycle has an impact on the flow of wood during this time period. If sales
programs could be adjusted to accommodate more consistent daily production volumes,
transportation and wood movement would be easier. The quarterly sales cycle results in
bunching of wood demand and transportation expectations increase at the end of the quarter.
Smoothing of the demand for wood transportation would result in greater transportation
efficiency.
Stakeholder Participation
Stakeholder participation is one of the most difficult challenges. While many believe
that collaboration will result in overall lower system costs, each stakeholder will be impacted
differently based on the volume and their location within the physical optimization region.
Land owners have concern about controlling costs and maintaining service levels, truckers
have concern about overall revenue loss, loggers are concerned about having sufficient
trucking capacity to move the wood and to clean up the site at the end of the harvest. Change
is difficult for many independent owner operators who primarily transport the wood today,
given the complexity of the current process. While models of the proposed optimization
were welcomed, much skepticism surrounded an actual implementation of the open dispatch
concept. It took more than two years to develop trust and cooperation in the actual physical
movement of wood.
“Decentralized” Optimization – Finland Case Study
While centralized truck dispatching to optimize log transportation has been
implemented in several scenarios, it is not the only approach to the challenge. One of the
other noteworthy alternatives is the “decentralized” dispatching implemented in Finland.
While centralized dispatching collects main decisions on truck allocations to one central
location, the Finnish system distributes the responsibility of every day decisions between
loggers and truckers and removes mills from the equation of daily operations management.
The system is fairly recent, so long-term benefits are difficult to evaluate today, but the case
study conducted by the research team revealed mainly positive feedback from the
stakeholders. The system relies on real-time information sharing between all parties and
allows truckers and loggers to maximize their daily output based on the actual demand data
and local conditions, such as weather. One of the key benefits of the system is that decisionmaking is done by those stakeholders, who know the local conditions best, i.e. loggers and
truckers themselves. The clients (mills) are only involved in quantifying and projecting the
demand levels for the suppliers.
Conclusions – Truck to Rail Log Delivery Modal Shift Analysis
As part of the overall research project, a Masters of Science’s project on “Modeling the
Multi-Modal Transport of Logs and the Effects of Changing Fuel Prices” was conducted to
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evaluate the modal choices between truck and rail transportation and to perform fuel
sensitivity analysis between the two modes. The choice of mode for the transportation of
logs is an important issue for the Midwest forestry industry. With the cost of transportation
making up approximately 50% of the overall delivered cost of logs to the mill gate, any cost
saving measures in transportation should be given high priority. The use of bi-modal
transportation by rail and truck is one of the alternatives currently used to control costs, but
the role of rail has been reducing over the years. This research used actual transportation
rates to examine if rail transportation was being used to its optimal extent. It also attempted
to determine the effects of changing fuel prices on modal choice. Some of the key outcomes
of the study included:
 Past work on analytically evaluating log transportation is limited and normally
concentrates solely on truck transportation.
 Accurate rail network data of the study area with available locations for loading logs
has not existed prior to the research.
 Simulation model is a worthwhile tool for evaluating modal selections. Outcomes of
the model on actual log truck data suggested that 22 percent of the overall mileage
should have moved bi-modally (with rail and truck) in the price optimal
transportation scenario.
 Fuel price has a direct effect on the price-optimal mode selection. Modeling outcome
suggests that for every one dollar increase in fuel price, seven percent of the logs
covered by the dataset should have transferred from truck to bi-modal transportation.
It was recognized that analytical efforts to study log transportation is challenging for
various reasons. The study utilized actual log truck movement data, which required
considerable effort in formatting data, from coordinate conversions to elimination of
duplicate inputs and harmonizing of units used to determine shipping quantities. Considering
the complexity of log transportation, it was no surprise that past work on multimodal
optimization of log transportation was quite limited and concentrated heavily on
investigations related to truck transportation issues.
The project used data from area railroads and shippers to generate an accurate map of
the rail network and rail log sidings in the area and obtained actual truck and rail rates for the
optimization model. The model compared the transportation price of each log truck
movement and identified the “price-optimal” mode (or modes) for each log truck trip in the
database and selected the minimum rate alternative as the optimal solution. The model was
also used to complete the sensitivity analysis on the relationship between modal choice and
changing fuel prices.
Results from the model suggest that 22% of the ton-miles from the log truck data
should have traveled using a bi-modal alternative (truck and rail) to achieve the lowest
overall transportation cost. This cost savings from the shift would have equated to
approximately 3.75% of the total cost of transportation. Although the savings seem small,
literature review revealed that the percentage was comparable to the savings typically
achieved by implementing a collaborative truck dispatching, or other similar methods to
improve productivity. The outcomes suggested that understanding optimal mode choice for
log transportation has potential for cost savings in log transportation. The results also
demonstrated that while optimization model might not be the preferred alternative for day-to101

day operations, it might be a powerful tool for planning, as it allows for the prediction of
transportation costs by mode for any forest location in the selected area and provides
stakeholders a snapshot of transportation costs from new areas.
Fuel surcharges were incorporated in the model to address the fluctuating fuel prices
and five different fuel price levels were used to evaluate the relationship between fuel price
and optimal mode choice. The model suggested that to minimize transportation cost, 7% of
the ton-miles should shift from truck to rail transportation for every dollar increase in diesel
fuel cost. This is important for the forestry industry because it reveals that it is necessary to
consider the price of fuel in the transportation selection process, if price-optimized
transportation system is the objective. The fuel price analysis can be an important tool in
planning and allows for the creation of “what if” scenarios to explore how transportation cost
changes with increasing fuel costs.
While this study successfully laid the framework or using actual truck and rail data to
run an optimization model, there are many areas where the accuracy of the modeling effort
could be improved. The model greatly simplified the mode selection process by excluding
factors, such as service frequency and reliability, and availability of transportation assets. In
addition, there would be several approaches to improve the analysis, such as a larger sample
of truck rates, utilization of contract rail rates, consideration of private yards as transfer
points and inclusion of additional handling requirements and related costs for loads using bimodal transportation alternative. Nevertheless, the research team believes that the effort
provided information on transportation alternatives that hasn’t been discussed extensively in
log transportation.
Conclusions – Optimization Emission Reduction
The MOVES2010 modeling results were used to evaluate the net benefits in the
reduction in CO2 emissions as a result of the virtual optimization. The research results
indicate that a significant improvement in total CO2 emissions is observed between preoptimization and post-optimization routes. The results also show that CO2 emission
improvements are occurring independent of the year of the vehicle. The results further show
that slight reductions occur over the total time traveled including across months and seasons.
Vehicle tracking and routing software can monitor vehicle operations and ensure that
vehicles use the most efficient routes and maintain schedules. Improved routing reduces
unnecessary mileage, which also reduces fuel consumption and CO2 emissions.
In the study, the average turnaround time given for a log truck for unloading was 1825 minutes, plus an average turnaround time of 40 minutes for cleaning the wood chips.
How a vehicle is operated significantly affects fuel consumption and emissions. The drivers
play a vital role in CO2 emission reduction goals. Tracking vehicle-specific fuel-consumption
and mileage, and providing drivers with meaningful performance incentives is another
effective strategy for increasing fuel efficiency and reducing CO2 emissions. The data used
in emission analysis was based on a virtual optimization and a generic truck type. The use of
real trucks with a larger sample is necessary for validation of the experiment. The model
relied upon base values in MOVES2010 and took into consideration overall weather averages,
vehicle starts, stops, and driving habits. Based upon the initial calculated results, further
research is warranted. Analysis using actual trucks would better represent the actual fleet
characteristics that are driven on the routes. A larger base of optimization routes would
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provide a greater statistical base for analysis. Further data collected would also include
overall driving habits, refueling frequency, and an expansion of the counties to better
represent the zones.
Conclusions – Multimodal Log Superyard
A rail served log superyard properly sited with a market for logs that can be harvested
within the region has the potential to bring benefits. Some of the benefits that could result
include:









Improves asset utilization of trucks
The potential for reduced emissions as empty miles are reduced
Higher prices and less fluctuation in prices for log sales can be generated through a
strategically positioned log sort and sales yard.
The desired log mix (species, grade, and length) that will best meet processing needs
can be supplied to individual wood-using businesses, instead of the broad mix called
a woods run of logs typically supplied from a timber sale.
The small timber producers could sell small quantities, regardless of grade.
The small wood-using businesses could purchase small quantities, regardless of grade.
Log inventory control and fiscal accounting of available log resources would be
improved.
Specialty and character logs could be sold when markets exist.

Input from potential user groups of the proposed superyard clearly indicated that a
number of issues needed to be addressed. Key unanswered questions include what are the
timber baskets that will be served by the superyard and are their sufficient quantity and
quality of logs to justify the long term investment? Issues of log ownership, payment, and
who is the ultimate consumer (market) of the logs were raised. A component of success
would be having proper management that has experience, knowledge, and understanding of
business of log sort yards. The opinion of the loggers and truckers was that without the
railroads’ active participation a rail served facility was unlikely to be successful. A
concurrent concern was raised but not answered that a log supeyard site may lead to closing
of existing rail log loading sidings with the railroad consolidating traffic. The consolidation
would need to be offset with increased rail service levels to the log superyard.
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Appendix A: Tables

Table 3.2.1: FHWA Bridge Formula Table (OFMO, 2009)
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Table 3.2.7 Wisconsin 65’ Restricted Routes (Code, 2009)
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Table 3.2.8: Wisconsin Long Truck Routes (Code, 2009)
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Appendix C: Potential Rusk County Rail Customers:
Rusk County Regional Trans-Shipment Facility Potential Rail Shippers: Industries
within 60 miles
Twenty one industries with likelihood to rail transportation found from the Wisconsin
Department of Commerce list of Northern Wisconsin Exporters. These companies have been
selected based on proximity to Ladysmith, within 60 miles, and descriptions of their exports.
Based on qualitative interpretation of aerial photographs of the facilities and the company
websites, the companies have also been categorized based on the estimated facility size (1
being a large facility to 3 being a small).
Company

Products by SIC and HS

Distance
from
proposed
site
59.7 mi

Export
Market
locations

(3) A.J. Manufacturing,
Inc.
1217 Oak Street
Bloomer, WI 54724-1341
www.ajdoor.com

3442 Metal doors, sash, and trim
3523 Farm machinery and equipment
Product Description by HS Code
730830 Doors, windows and frames and
thresholds for doors, of iron
steel

(3)Allied Dies
800 Cashman Drive
Chippewa Falls, WI 54729

3544 Special dies, tools, jigs & fixtures

(3) ANP Dimensional
Lumber, Inc.
N2240 State Road 13
Ogema, WI 54459-8374
www.anplumber.com

2426 Hardwood dimension & flooring
mills
2431 Millwork
2441 Nailed wood boxes and shook

47.7 mi

Canada &
Sweden

(2) Artisans, Inc.
W4146 2nd Street
P.O. Box 278
Glen Fora, WI 545269779
www.artisansinc.com

2329 Men's and boys' clothing, nec
2339 Women's and misses' outerwear, nec
2396 Automotive and apparel trimmings
2759 Commercial printing,
7389 Business services,

10.6 mi

Canada &
Finland

(2) Birchwood Lumber
& Veneer
600 East Hwy 48
P.O. Box 68
Birchwood, WI 54817
www.birchwood.biz

Product Description by SIC Code
2435 Hardwood veneer and plywood
Product Description by HS Code
440820, 440890, 441211, 441212
441221, 441229

39.7 mi

Canada &
Mexico

Canada &
Mexico

52.9 mi

Nearby
rail access
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Company

Products by SIC or HS Codes

(2) Catalytic Combustion
Corporation
709 21st Avenue
P.O. Box 66
Bloomer, WI 54724
www.catalyticcombustion.
com

Product Description by SIC Code
3567 Industrial furnaces and ovens
Product Description by HS Code
842139 Filtering or purifying machinery
and apparatus for gases, nesoi
851490 Parts for industrial or laboratory
electric furnaces and ovens

(3) Cornell Corporation
808 South 3rd Street
P.O. Box 338
Cornell, WI 54732-0338
www.cornellcorporation.c
om

Distance
from Site
59.7 mi

Export
Markets

Product Description by SIC Code
2426 Hardwood dimension & flooring
mills
5033 Wholesale of Roofing, siding, &
insulation
Product Description by HS Code
440920 Wood continuously shaped
441830 Parquet panels, of wood
940340 Wooden furniture
940390 Parts of furniture

23.3 mi

Canada, Japan,
Mexico

(1) Homeshield
Fenestration
Components, Inc.
311 West Coleman Street
Rice Lake, WI 54868
www.home-shield.com

Product Description by SIC Code
3442 Metal doors, sash, and trim

41.5 mi

Japan & South
Korea

(2) IKE International
Corporation
500 East Maple Street
Stanley, WI 54768

Product Description by SIC Code
2435 Hardwood veneer and plywood
Product Description by HS Code
440890 Veneer sheets and sheets for
plywood, etc. whether or not planed

51.2 mi

(1) Johnson Truck
Bodies
Marquip, Inc.
1300 North Airport Road
P.O. Box 28
Phillips, WI 54555
http://www.marquip.com

Product Description by SIC Code
3554 Paper industries machinery
Product Description by HS Code
843920 Machinery for making paper or
paperboard
843999 Parts for machinery making or
finishing paper or paperboard
844130 Machines for making paper
cartons, boxes, cases, drums
844180 Machinery for making up paper
pulp, paper or paperboard, ne
844190 Parts of machinery for making up
paper pulp, paper or
paperboard,

45.6 mi
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(Size) Company

Products by SIC or HS Codes

(2) Mattson Spray
Equipment/Division of
Rice Lake Weighing
Systems, Inc.
230 West Coleman Street
P.O. Box 272
Rice Lake, WI 54868

Product Description by SIC Code
3599 Industrial machinery, nec
Product Description by HS Code
842420 Spray guns and similar appliances

41.5 mi

Argentina
Australia
Canada Italy
Mexico
United
Kingdom

(2) Multitek, Inc.
700 Main Street
P.O. Box 170
Prentice, WI 54556
www.multitekinc.com

Product Description by SIC Code
3531 Construction machinery
3535 Conveyors and conveying
equipment
5084 Wholesale of Industrial machinery
and equipment
Product Description by HS Code
842820 Pneumatic elevators and
conveyors
847410 Machines for sorting, screening,
separating or washing earth,
stone, ore or other mineral substances, in
solid form
847490 Parts of machinery for sorting,
screening, separating and
kneading or processing, etc. earth, stone,
ores etc.
Product Description by SIC Code
3443 Fabricated plate work (boiler shops)
3523 Farm machinery and equipment
3531 Construction machinery

42.1 mi

Austria,
Belgium
Chile,
Germany,
Japan, Russia
New Zealand,
United
Kingdom

38.4 mi

Canada, Japan,
United
Kingdom

(2) IKE International
Corporation
500 East Maple Street
Stanley, WI 54768

Product Description by SIC Code
2435 Hardwood veneer and plywood
Product Description by HS Code
440890 Veneer sheets and sheets for
plywood, etc. whether or not planed

51.2 mi

(2) Nuto Farm Supply
Inc.
407 East Sawyer Street
Rice Lake, WI 548682580

Product Description by SIC Code
5083 Wholesale of Farm and garden
machinery
5148 Wholesale of Fresh fruits and
vegetables

41.5 mi

(3) NTH, Inc. aka N-tech,
10 man tools, Ultrabarn
5 Berger Avenue
P.O. Box 136
Baron, WI 54812
www.10mantools.com
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Distance
from Site

Export
Markets

Size) Company

Products by SIC or HS Codes

Distance
from Site

Export
Markets

(2) Pacer Industries, Inc.
1450 First Avenue
Chippewa Falls, WI
54729-1492
www.pacer-ind.com

Product Description by SIC Code
3829 Measuring & controlling devices,
Product Description by HS Code
902519 Thermometers, not combined
with other instruments, nesoi
902580 Hydrometers and similar floating
instruments, pyrometers,
hygrometers and psychrometers, nesoi
902590 Parts and accessories for
hydrometers and similar floating
instruments, thermometers, pyrometers,
barometers, hygrome
and psychrometers
903090 Parts and accessories of
instruments and apparatus for
measuring, checking or detecting
electrical quantities, or ioni
radiations, nesoi

52.9 mi

Australia,
Brazil,
Canada,
Colombia,
Germany,
Hong Kong,
Kuwait,
Mexico,
Saudi Arabia,
Singapore,
South Korea,
Taiwan

(3) Rex Systems, Inc.
10684 43rd Avenue
Chippewa Falls, WI
54729-8533

Product Description by SIC Code
3679 Electronic components, nec
3812 Search and navigation equipment
Product Description by HS Code
852610 Radar apparatus , 852691
852692,
852910, 852990
854380 Electrical machines and
apparatus,
854390 Parts for electrical machines and
apparatus
901410 Direction finding compasses
901420 Instruments and appliances for
aeronautical or space navigation
(other than compasses)
901480 Navigational instruments and
appliances, nesoi
901490 Parts and accessories for direction
finding compasses and other
navigational instruments and appliances
901510 Rangefinders
Product Description by SIC Code
3089 Plastics products, nec
3499 Fabricated metal products, nec

52.9 mi

Colombia,
Greece,
India,
Malaysia,
Norway,
Portugal, Spain
Singapore,
Thailand,
Tunisia,
Turkey,
Venezuela

(3) S F R Industries, Inc.
652 Tower Drive
P.O. Box 370
Caddott, WI 54727
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38.5 mi

Appendix D: Interviews, Meetings, and Field Research
During the research over 70 conference calls were held between research team members.
Onsite interviews were conducted with truckers, mills, loggers, and field research was
undertaken to gain a better understanding of the log supply chain and opportunities to
improve the system.
Meetings with Study Area Rail Shippers at their Facilities
Dates

Location

May 5, 2009

Atlantic Mine, MI

June 12, 2009

Houghton, MI

June 17, 2009

Covington, MI

June 30, 2009

Iron Mountain, MI

Interviews for truck restrictions found in Chapter 3
Name Date
Steve Ray
June 2008
Mark Haberli
June 2008
John Leason
June 2008
Gary Olsen
July 2008
Debbie Star
March 2009
Richard Hablewitz
March 2009
Victor Lund
October 2009
Gary Gedart
October 2009
Dennis Rosa
March 2010
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Sponsor and activity

American Forest Management
Offices
Michigan Tech (visit from Sappi
Fine Paper)
Interview on Rail Experiences
Younggren Timber Company
Offices
Interview on Rail Experiences
Thilmany Offices
Interview on Rail Experiences

Interview Type
Phone
Phone
Personal
Phone
Phone
Phone
Personal
Personal
Phone

Meetings with Rusk County, LSSA, GENCO and Industry Representatives
Dates Location
July 7, 2008

Ladysmith, WI

Sponsor and activity
Rusk County Economic
Development Agency – Superyard
– Public Meeting
Rusk County Economic
Development Agency – Superyard
– Public Meeting
Five meetings held with GENCO
and LSSA to establish research
protocols

August 4, 2008

Ladysmith, WI

July - September

Green Bay, WI

Sept 9-10, 2008

Great Lakes Timber Professionals
Logging Congress.

Interviewed truckers, manufactures,
law enforcement and industry
professionals about logging issues
in the MI and WI area

October 2008

Crandon WI and in Quinnesec,
MI

December 1, 2008

Green Bay. WI

March 6, 2009

Green Bay, WI

May 6, 2009

Green Bay, WI

May 15, 2009

Tomahawk, WI

June 26, 2009

Tomahawk, WI

July 12-14, 2009

Grand Rapids, MN

Aug 11-12, 2009

JM Longyear rail facilities and
mills

September and October 2009

Study Region

October 2009

Tomahawk, WI

March 3, 2010

Green Bay, WI

Set up and participated in October
meetings with eight logging truck
companies to discuss interest and
potential participation in a truck
optimizations study
This meeting included, tuckers
forest industry logistics and
academic personnel to discuss the
start up and project launch.
Presentations were prepared
GENCO office
Planning meeting
GENCO office
Planning meeting
Plum Creek office
Tour of log yards, mills, scale sites
and stumpage areas
Plum Creek office
Planning meeting
23rd Annual Midwest Regional and
Shortline Railroad Conference
Meeting with railroads and
presentation
The goal of the trip was to travel to
various log rail sidings, and mills to
gather information on their
operations and experiences using
rail to transport logs
Researchers visited log operations
on rail and truck sidings in region
LSAA, GENCO meeting on
optimization virtual study
LSSA meeting on pilot study
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Appendix E: Case Studies in Finland and U.S. Pacific Northwest
1. Field Research
Log Transportation in Finland – notes from discussions with transportation providers.


Figure 1 is a simplified presentation of the process map for log transportation system in
Finland.

FIGURE 1 Process Map of Log Transportation System in Finland




All paper companies use their own set of truckers. “Closed-mindedness” and
competition has driven away the potential to share truckers. At the time of undercapacity, truckers would only drive to that company that provided the best rates.
A good idea was scrapped, due to search of quick profits. Some truckers have
recently combined their equipment to a larger pool, but they still only drive to one
paper company.
o Another challenge was situations, when logs were driven to the wrong mill.
Difficult to identify, who made the mistake. If all driving to one company,
such situation doesn’t exist.
UPM (one of the large companies) tried to develop back-haul traffic within the
company, but drivers’ lack of knowledge of local areas and road network became
problematic. This is important especially during winter conditions.
o UPM (and others) are still generating back-haul traffic within the more
narrowly defined “driving area”. Since trucks are operating 24 / 7, one of the
objectives is to minimize the additional driving required during to switch
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driver (do them as close to the base as possible). Two drivers drive each truck
(12 hrs each).
 Driving areas are normally with about 100 km radius, but final destination of mills
may be outside the area, if the capacity on mills within the area is full.
 Only loaded kilometers from loading spot to the mill are paid ($ per ton per
kilometer).
 The coordination of log traffic starts by the paper (or other) company sending out
estimates of the need for different types of logs to the “log buyers”.
o Logging supervisors insert cut logs to the computer.
o Buyers purchase the logs and transportation manager insert loads and
locations to the computer for each “Driving area”. Normally up to 20
different locations may be inserted weekly to the system (cutting areas in
Finland are small – often only 2 loads of one type of logs can be obtained
from one location).
o All truckers know where loads can be obtained and where they must be taken
and forms their final driving plan. Most truckers have their own “drive
coordinators” responsible for sensible origin-destinations for trucks. The
better they plan the trips, the less empty miles are driven. Average distance is
currently~150 km.
o All trucks are equipped with GPS locators, but they only follow “themselves”.
This allows drivers without local knowledge to find the loading locations.
Truck driver inserts all information about the load immediately after loading
to a transmitter so mills know in advance, what is coming.
o Drivers normally know all the planned trips for the day as they leave in the
morning. Only problems may cause changes to the plan.
o Some loads are taken to the transload facilities and loaded by the truck driver
to the train (only~5% of total loads).
Log transportation in Finland (part 2) – notes from discussions with transportation provider
 Paper companies have reduced their role in the logistics chain of raw material to the
mills. We use one of the largest companies (UPM Kymmene) as an example in this
document. They have only two departments involved which handle the following
tasks:
o Purchase of wood – Purchase managers are responsible for purchasing
sufficient quantities of wood to meet the demand. They normally do
purchases directly from the landowners. Purchase is based on “area
boundaries”. Landowner defines the boundaries of each “area” for sale and
company purchases sufficient number of “areas”. The mill plans their demand
one year ahead of time. Today, Finland has lots of private forest owners with
small acreage (80% of all wood comes from private owners), which is making
purchase slightly more challenging. Harvesting designers determine what
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type of wood will be cut and where they will be stored (harvesting times, such
as spring break out, are considered).
o Raw material orders – Each mill orders necessary raw material in four week
cycles. The next week quantity is fixed and following 3 weeks are estimates
of demand. Daily logistical guidance from the mills has been discontinued
and the responsibility has been shifted to loggers and truckers.
Beyond the orders, the actual supply chain is the responsibility of loggers and
truckers. Their responsibility is divided as follows:
o Loggers get the information of available “areas” from the mills. They also
get the information on how much material is needed for the next four week
cycle. Loggers’ responsibility is to determine what must be cut and where,
based on the available “areas” for cutting and the orders from the mills.
Loggers are responsible for delivering enough logs to the landings to satisfy
the demand by the mills. Loggers are responsible for cutting trees and
transporting them to the landing.
o Truckers are responsible for delivering enough raw materials to the gate.
Based on the weekly request by the mill, truckers know, how much and what
type of wood must be delivered. They make the decisions to deli, where to
pick the individual loads from and where to deliver them to. It is the trucker’s
responsibility to maximize the loaded miles and it is their responsibility that
enough material gets delivered to the mills.
How do they know where to pick loads from?
o All data transfer, about harvesting quantities and log quantities at landing sites,
happens in real time. All harvesting equipment and every log truck are
equipped with laptops that have databases of available log information (Photo
1). All trucks also have accurate GPS and maps, so the truck driver knows
exactly the location of his / her truck (Photo 2). Both laptops and GPS are an
absolute requirement!
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Photo 1 IT Equipment at Log Trucks

Photo 2 IT Equipment at Log Trucks
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o When the logger delivers a load of logs to the landing, they immediately log
the quantity and type of wood to the internet based information system. This
information almost instantaneously gets transferred to the log trucks, so they
know the alternative origins for logs.
o Log trucks get orders directly from the mills. If there is no order from the
mill, they cannot pick up logs for delivery for that mill. When a log truck
picks up a load from the landing, they immediately insert the quantity to the
database, so other log trucks know immediately, how much is left in the
landing. Each log truck has two laptop computers in them, one for trip
planning and another one that confirms the trips are according to the orders.
Trucker Coalition
o About one year ago (2008), 6-7 truckers formed a coalition (Pirkanmaan
Puukuljetus). Each trucker owns their own trucks (total of 22-24), but they
coordinate the trip planning to obtain better economies of scale. In practice,
the objective is that for each landing, the closest truck claims the load.
o Approximately 800,000 – 1,000,000 cubic meters of logs are transported
annually.
o The coalition mainly provides trucking services to only one company (UPM
Kymmene). There are no restrictions for providing services to other
companies, but the equipment has been in full capacity to date with UPM
orders. In the future, transportation services to other companies will be
considered.
o There are no anti-trust issues, since there are many alternative transportation
providers available for the forest product companies.
o 50%+ is a normal amount of loaded miles for log trucks.
o From a strictly cost point of view, harvesting and local transportation are high
cost items.
Payment
o Truckers are paid based on weight and they are guaranteed a certain tonnage
at the mill, regardless the actual weight of the load.
o Logs moved by train get paid based on volume (gets converted to tons).
o There is no concern about wood drying up in the landings, since the demand
by mills is accurately known, so loggers will only cut what is needed by the
mills.
Train transportation
o 90% of logs moving by train get loaded directly from the log trucks. There
are rarely problems with the positioning of railroad cars. Also, the yard
conditions have improved over the last decade.
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o In Northern Finland, there are two designated log yards which have truck
scales and spur tracks. Logs are divided between different tracks based on the
type of wood.
o Yards function as locations for winter inventory and storage. All types of
wood are brought and stored at the yards to avoid the need to return to the
landing site. Logs will continue forward either by train, or by truck.
o Several companies use the same yard. All yards are owned by Finnish
Railways and each company pays a certain rental fee, based on the usage.
o Yards function a bit like mills. Forest companies (UPM) are responsible in
coordinating the train transportation with Finnish Railways.
Residual harvesting
o A new phenomenon for logging operations is the usage of stumps and other
residual materials that were traditionally left to the sites.
o 66% of all the stumps and leftovers are collected (strict directions and rules
exist)
o Stumps are pulled up and broken to 2-4 pieces, depending on the size of the
stump (Photos 4 and 5). At the same time, ground is prepared for planting
new trees by the same equipment that pulls out the stumps. Sometimes, the
same equipment can even do the planting of the new tree.
o Stumps and harvesting residual are left on-site to dry for 2-3 weeks. After
that they are moved and piled next to the landings and left to dry for
additional one year (or one summer at the minimum).
o After one year, specifically designed trucks (Photos 6-7) transport the dried
stumps and residual to the mills where they are used to generate energy
(especially heat) either directly or after chipping. Each truckload equals 6,0009,000 liters (1,600-2,400 gallons) of burned oil.

Photo 4 Residual Harvesting Equipment
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Photo 6 Residual harvesting Transport Trailer

Photo 5 Residual Harvesting Equipment
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Photo 7 Residual Harvesting Trailer - Inside

Investigation into Pacific Northwest Logging Transportation:
During July and August of 2009 one of the research team members was able to visit
logging operation in the Port Angeles, Washington region while traveling on another
research project. The visit was prompted, in part, by literature review of log strapping as a
method of improving accountability and log transportation (USDA, 1997). The study
addressed the fact that harvesting smallwood (logs less than 8” in diameter) economically,
while ensuring 100 percent accountability is an issue. The San Dimas Technology and
Development Center (SDTDC) explored the use of “straps" placed around a load of logs at or
near the landing with a tamperproof tensioning mechanism. A strapped load with a seal
would remain intact until it is processed. The study also examined the challenge of storing
and handling smallwood including minimizing the area needed for storage and reducing
damage from handling.
The strapping process assisted in transporting logs and with storage. The study
examined the use of nylon strapping rather than steel strapping. Commonly used steel
wrappers, after being properly tensioned, are initially around 4,000 pounds. During transport,
however, log settlement reduces this tension to nearly zero, requiring occasional retightening
while in route if the truck travels over 100 miles. Pacific Northwest log trucks (Photo 8)
using strapping have fewer log supports and use chain, wire, or fiber straps to secure the
loads. In some of the western states the strapping allows for loads up to 14 feet high. The
strapped loads are measured in scaling sites where they are weighed and measured prior to
delivering the loads (Photo 9).
In the sites visited the transported logs were either coming from land owned by the
paper mill or government owned land. The strapping system and use of a common scale
house allowed for accurate accountability and neater stowage. (Photo 10).
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Photo 8: Log Truck with wire straps at scaling site near Port Angeles, WA

Photo 9: Long Length Measures at Scale House near Port Angeles, WA
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Photo 11: Log bundle storage in Port Angeles, WA
Another aspect explored during the field research in Washington State was the
transportation of logs by water (Photo 12). The last time the log boom was in use, in the this
report’s study region, was 1972 when boomed logs were moved across Lake Superior from
Grand Marias, MN to Ashland, WI. The increased use of trucking, inexpensive energy, and
the closure of many mills located on the Great Lakes shoreline eliminated this method of log
transportation. Marine transportation by vessel may offer another option for the movement
of logs in the study region. Due to concerns about the environment and liability issues with
logs going adrift it is highly unlikely that log booms would ever be used in the study region.

Photo 12: Log Boom in Port Angeles, WA
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